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PREFACE

This report has been prepared in response to operative paragraphs 2 and 3 of
General Assembly resolution 2398 (XXIII) on the problems of the human environment.

The resolution was referred to the Advisory Committee on the Application of
Science and Technology to Development which set up an ad hoc workf.ng group to
consider it.. At its eleventh eession, the Advisory Committee adopted a statement
whi~h is reproduced in full in the record of the session (E!AC.52!L.65). The views
expressed in the Adv:i.sory Corumittee' s statement have formed the main basis in
developing the v{ews contained in this report.

\

Because of the requirement for submitting this report to the General Assembly
through the Economic Hnd Social Council, the time available for its preparation
has been very short). 'I'he Secretary-General has consulted by correspondence
Governments of States Members of the United Nations and members of the specialized
agencies and of IAEA) though in the time available, the response has been limited.
The views of appropriate intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations have
also been obtained.

There has been close consultation with organizations of the United Nations
system and several agencies have provided staff to assist in the preparation of the
report. A senior staff member from uNESCO has been seconded to the Secretariat
fcr several weeks in this respect. Several consultants have also been retained.

There has been a high degree of unanimity in the views expressed by
Governments, as well as by agencies, aoout the importance of the problems of the
human environment and about the general features of the conference to be convened
in 1972. This report makes recommendations about the scope and arrangements of the
conference which, it is believed, would fulfil the objectives of the resolution and
be in line with the views of Governments, agencies and other bodies concerned. It
should be emphasized, however, that in a field so wide-ranging and complex, a great
d ea l, more consideration viill need to be given to the details of the conference
before the arrangements f cr it are finalized. The Secretary-General therefore
places great importance on tpe need to establish the conference organization at
as early a stage as possible. It can then proceed with the work of organizing the
conference along the general lines which are suggested in this report and to which
it is hoped the General Assembly will agree.
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INTRODUCTION

1. In the discussions held by the General Assembly at its twenty-thiTd session
it was emphasized that for the first time in the history of mankind, there is
arising a crisis of world-wide proFortions involving developed and developing
countries alike, - the crisis of the human environment. Portents of this crisis
have long been apparent - in the explosive growth of human populations, in the poor
integration of a powerful and efficient technology with environmental requirements,
in the deterioration of agricultural lands, in the unplanned extension of u:cban
areas, in the decrease of available space and the growing danger of ex t Lnc t Lon of
many forms of animal and plant life. It is becoming aPFarent that if current trends
continue, the future of life on earth could be endangered. It is urgent, therefore,
to focus world attention on those problems which threaten humanity in an environment
that permits the realization of the highest human aspirations, and on the action
necessary to deal with them.

2. For most of the time that man has been on earth, his numbers have been small
and his powe r limited. Damage to his environment was at 1"orst local, and usually
subject to repair by the regenerative powers of nature. It is estimated that only
a few centuries ago in 1600 A.D., the numbers of men were no more than half a
billion and much of the world was uninhabited or little affected by man's activities.
In these few centuries, the numbers of mankind have increased sevenfold and all
areas on the earth 1 s surface have been to some degree modified by man. \'!het Here
once local problems are now global in extent and call for concerted effort by the
nations of the world if they are to be solved. With the prospect of another
doubling of the world 1 e population in less than a half century, the need f or action
becomes even more acute. The need to provide food, water, minerals, fuel and ot.he r
necessities for such increasing numbers of people will place Fressures upon
virtually all areaS of the earth and demand the most careful planning and innnagement
of natural resources. No nation can any longer be isolated from these global
pressures. It has become clear that we all live in one biosphere 1'lithin ,·)l1ich
space and resources, though vast, are limited.

3. Accompanying the growth of populations in recent decades has been the spread
of urbanization. Forty Fer cent of the world's people nOH live in urban areas.
In somewhat more than half a century, if present trends continue, urbanizstion
will have reached its maximum and the great majority of people 1'lill liVE in t.ovns
and cities. The rate of urbanization is more rapid in the developing nations.
According to national estimates, in 1920, the urban population was lCa million in
these countries. By the year 20CO, it may well have increased twentyfold. In the
developed nations, the urban Fopulation in the same period will have increased
fourfold. Urbanization is not in principle destructive to the environment. Hith
proper planning and control, and if it were proceeding at a slower rate, it should
enhance and not detract from environmental quality'· by relieving pressure on rural
lands, by :providing goods and services in quarrtLt.y and diversity, 'by providing
new and attractive habitats and ways of life. However, in most areas, Governments
have neither prepared for, nor have they been able to cope 1-1ith, the mass miGY'ation
into urban areas. In the large cities, slums of the most wretched nature often
become the environment of people who once lived in greater dignity and better health
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on rural lands. Pollution of e Lr, 'dateI', and Land, conc ent.r'at.ed in urban ar-ea s ,
have become universal problems, threatening man's health. Diseases associated
Hith urban living in developing natLons have increased greatly despi be advances
in medicine. I'Jois(O! :.mc! congestion in urban areas add tc phys Lca L and ment.al,
distress.

4. AcccmpanyIng popul.at Lon [!;rmith and urbanization is the acceLerated impact
01 industrtalization, ::~na. o i an advanced technology that is often poorly integrated
~'Tith human needs and environmental necessities. The r9.te of industrial grmilth
can be indicated 'by varLcus .::tatistics. 'I'hus , the production of crude petroleum
~·I:J.S negligible 2. century ago . By 1965, howeve r , it an:ounted to 1,641 million
metric tons per year. Betw:~en 1937 and 1965, the annual rate of production
increased sixfold. In tl1'.:: same period, the passenger motor vehicle, scarcely
known at the s tart 01 thL:, century, "laE: produced at a. rate that grew from 5 million
to 19 million per year. In the most recent decade, the total value of all
industrial production has douoLed , Virtually all measures of industrialization show
an Lnc r ea s t.ng r'a t e , Endus t r-i.e Li.zat.Lon is or vital importance to nations whi.ch
::oeek to elevate the livinG st(:).l1dards of their people. Improved technology is
nec ec sa ry if prcductivity i.s to increase and the pr'cduct s of industry l)e provided
to bro"dine; numbere vi peopLe • However , the side effects of poorly planned or
uncontrolled industric,lizatiC'n and of the one-sided application of technology
have been a d t r ec t cause of many Serious environmental problems. During the
d i scus s Lons (li the Gel"1l:,ral Ass embLy at the tHenty-tllird session, it vas pointed
outt1:lut the reliance of mcdern technology upon the combustion of fossil fuels
hac' brought a 10 per c errt Lnc r-eas e in atimospherLc carbon dioxide over the past
cerrt.ury , Hi th Lncr eased rates of c ombust ton, this could rise to 25 per cent by
the ::,"eCil" ,'::COO J\.D. The cons equcnce of such an Lncr-eaae upon wor-Ld "Ieather and
cli!::nte are unc e.rbaLn, "cut could eventually be catastrophic. 'I'he increased use
cf icod er'n t.echnol.ogy I1'3S brought 11;ajor increases in the amount; of was t e products
,·.,r..ich s e rve as cnvi rorrment.eL pollutants. It has been stated that in the United
State;:; of America a Lone , this amount-s each year t.o 14;2 million tons of smoke and
nox Lous tumes , 7 milliun aut.omcb i Le-s, 20 million tons of paper J 48., CGO million
cans )2,S) COO million bottles and jars, 3, CCC million tons of waste rock and mill
tEi.il:i.ngs and 50 trillion gallons of hot water along ",ith a variety of other waste
prcduct.s . Other industrialized nations make their comparable contributions of
debris and t ox i c mat.er'Lo.Ls • ~';hile technology is adequate to cope ~·:ith these
r1,'oblems 01 rullution, the pl.anr.fng and application of pollution control lags
f ur bellied wha't is l'etluired, often due to economic considerations.

}. 'I'he spread of the urban-Lndus't r ta.L ne t wcr'k ';.iith its associated transportation
ffl.cilities is cons umi.ng open epac e at a rate known to be high, but not yet pc s s Lb Le
to es·timate for t.he '.-Io1'1d a s a 'dhole. In the United Kingdom, it h88 been e sc Lma.t.ed
tllat e uch expansion .-:ill (;011SUme one e Lrch of the farming land in the ne.rt thy'ee
decades. Froperly planned and controlled, the spread of an urban-industrial-
t ranspor-cat.Lon compl.ex could enhance the human habd t at . Teo often, however,
uncontrolled urban sprawl, destroys valuable resources, landscapes and living things.

6. Encr eas Lng pcpulations bring increasing demands upon the productivity 01
~'!Gricultural lands in order to meet needs for feed and fibre. Application of
technology to these lands has brought greatly increased prcduction in developed
natiuns so that most of the material needs of their people can be supplied.
Elst:,·,there, hcwever , further gains in productivity must exceed thE: considerable
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progress already achieved if human misery is to be prevented. It is of great
importance) however) that such gains be not offset by environmental deterioration.
Thus) increased food crop yields have accompanied the increased use of fertilizers
and new varieties of pesticides produced by chemical industries. HO"\\'ever) some
of these agricultural chemicals have side effects on the environment that we are
only now beginning to comprehend. Thus the maintenance of both atmospheric
oxygen and the productivity of marine environments depends upon photosynthesis
by marine plants) mostly the floating algae of microscopic size. Minute amounts
of such pesticides as DDT have been found to inhibit photosynthesis in these
algae by 75 per cent. Nevertheless) we have dumped an estimated billion pounds
of DDT into our environment and are adding an estimated 100 million pounds per
year. The total world production of pesticides is estimated at over
1)300 million pounds annually. The United States of America alone exports over
LfOO million pounds per year. Apart from their potential effects upon the
productivity of the oceans) many of these have known effects upon fish) wildlife
and human health) which have been of serious consequence in many areas. Such
damage to the environment should be avoided. It is possible to achieve the
same goals without danger to the environment by application of knowledge that
is a.Lr e ady available) or by the development of new approaches.

7. The land upon which man depends for his sustenance has been seriously impaired
by many of his past activities and in many areas this process continues. It has
been estimated that 500 million hectares of arable lands have already been lost
through erosion and salinization) that two thirds of the world's forest area has
been lost to production and that 150 types of birds and animals have become
extinct through human agency. Approximately 1)000 species or races of wild
animals are considered to be rare or endangered. Erosion) soil deterioration)
deforestation) watershed damage and the destruction of animal and plant life
continue and in some areas are accelerating. The loss to mankind is of serious
concern.

8. The deterioration of the human environment may thus be related to three basic
causes: accelerated population growth) increased urbanization) and an expanded
and efficient new technology) with their associated increase in demands for space)
food and natural resources. None of these need be damaging to the environment.
However) the efforts to accommodate population) to integrate technology into
complex environments) to plan and control industrialization and urbanization) and
to properly manage land and resources) have fallen far short of those reqUired. In
consequence, all nations of the world face dangers which in some fields and in
some areas have already achieved critical proportions. To overcome them will
require carefully planned and vigorous action at the local) regional) national
and international levels. There are so many problems that choices must be made and
priorities established. The economic results of failure to take action) as well
as the costs involved in attacking these problems must be carefully analysed.
The proposed 1972 Conference On the Problems of the. Human Environment must bear
all these factors in mind and provide a focus for world-wide action to avoid a
possible crisis which could endanger the well~being of mankind.

I • THE MAIN PROBLEMS

9. In a brief report such as this) it is only possible to describe in a
generalized and perhaps over-simplified way the main problems of the environment in
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whtcb mankind exists. 'I'he se problems can be classified in many different ways,
emphasizing for instance whether they are predominently of a physical, biological,
social or cultural nature, or what their geographical dimensions are. From the
latter point of v i.ew, they fall into three main categories which have been
identified by the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology
to revelopment and can be described as follows:

(a) Human settlements problems, i.e. problems affecting local areas of
human concentration, for wht ch action is primarily the responsibility of national
governments and city and local authorities;

(b) Territorial problems, i.e. problems of land areas including also
non-oceanic and coastal 1olaters, for which action is primarily the responsibility
of national Governments, but vhi ch also have regional aspects;

(c) Global problems, Le. problems of world-\olide dimensions, potentially
affecting all countries and amenable to solution only by international agreement
and a Hillintrness of countries to act in concert for their common betterment.

10. It is c Le ar that no c Las s I I Lcat.Lon can accommodate perfectly the wide range
of existing environmental problems. Hater pollution for instance occurs at the
level of human settlements, at the territorial level, and also at the global
level. The above classificat.ion appears convenient, however, for the purpose
of de sc r Lbd ng briefly the main problems affecting developed and developing countries
in the field of tile human envi ronmerrt ,

A. Problems of human settlF:mt:nts

11. The envt ronment; of human settlements differs from all others in the degree
to which it is created and controlled by man. It woul.d be expected that man,
being presumably rational, wou.Ld have constructed for himself urban centres ideally
suited to his occupancy. In fact, the very opposite often appears true. It is
,.,ithin one of man's most impressive creations, the cities, that some of the most
severe environmental problems occur. The r'e aaoris for this paradox are in part
revealed by the history of human settlements. Most originated at an early stage
in man t s teclmological development and have since been changed and modified to
suit his changing needs, but it is often difficult to accommodate a modern society
in a physical f'rauework designed for pre-industrial cultures.

12. Rapid urban gr-owth usually linked Hi tl1 a heavy influx of population from rural
areas, has occurred in many countries over the past 150 years. Today it is
occurring in almost every quar-te r of the world, in developed and developing
countries alike, even in the small island communities of the Pacific.

13. For many countries, urbanization and industrialization have been a normal "lay
of life for dee ade s , The problems associated with these processes occur in an
acute form in developing countries ,I where an economy based on agriculture and
animal husbandry is be i ng supplemented Or replaced by intensive industrial
deve Lopmerrt , Migration towards the towns is influenced by the prospect of
employment, high rates of growth and large increments in rural population,
educational and health facilities which are presumed to exist there, and by a
des i re for family reunion and company.
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14. In most developing nations, it has rarely been possible to provide in advance
the urban planning and design that would lead to a rational arrangement of space
for living, working, transportation and recreation, or to provide rapidly enough
housing, water, sewage disposal, education, or the other necessities or amenities
of urban life. The very time factor involved in development of urban fo.cili ties
is a major aggravating factor. Migration into cities is often associated "Hi t"h
the importation of disease such as trachoma, tQberculosis, parasitosis and skin
diseases. The influx of people tends to bring enormous pressure on "Hater supplies
and the arrangements for waste disposal, with the consequent appearance of
diarrhoeal diseases. Overcrowding of premises and sites is typical. Inadequate
housing accommodation is accompanied by shanty type construction and further
unsatisfiable demands are made upon water supply and waste disposal facilities.
Food supplies may be inadequate, badly distributed, or prepared and sold under
unhygienic conditions. Malnutrition is not uncommon and in association with bowel
infections is a common cause of death in young children born and living under
those unsanitary conditions. Propinquity and overcroWding encourage upper
respiratory infections and venereal disease. This pattern in the propagation of
disease overtaxes the whole medical care organization.

15. In rapid urbanization every form of publicly provided service, inclUding
transport and education, tends to be overloaded. Schools are heavily overcrowded,
and as a result attendance tends to fall, and juvenile delinquency becomes more
common. Social change often leads to disintegration of the family and other
primary institutions of society. Social disorders seem to be more prevalent in
urban areas where there is a danger of the dissolution, fragmentation and lack
of functional capacity of primary social institutions. The stress that often
accompanies accelerated change results in emotional tension and a feeling of
insecurity. These may find their expression in mental breakdowns, psychosoma~ic

manifestations, suicide attempts, increased frequency of crime, drug dependence
and anti-social behaviour.

16. A number of other social problems appear to be linked with urban environmental
factors, such as the inadequate distribution of population by age groups in urban
and suburban areas, the non-adaptation of rural migrants, the dissatisfaction due
to instability of employment opportunities and the difficulty of integrating youth.
Similarly, there appears to be a link between indoor living and working conditions
with physical and mental health, and with safety and accident prevention. Little
is known, however, on the relationships between these problems, which have
predominantly local characteristics, and the environment.

17. The deterioration of the physical environment, the natural as well as its
man-made component, has social implications which can hardly be separated from the
problem as a whole. Areas of natural beauty with an abundant wildlife "Hithin
reach of urban areas have a social function of providing recreation facilities for
ci ty-dwellers, beside their intrinsic value as part of a common heritage. Historic
sites and monuments form a part of the man-made human environment, the value of
which cannot be overestimated. Their cultural and social values for the individuals
liVing close to tbem as well as for humanity as a whole are evident, and their
conservation, along with that of the natural environment, merits the attention of
the international community.
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18. The magnitude of the problem in some developing nations appears to defy
solution by anything less than a massive national and international effort.' A first
requirement is that of urban planning and design in which adequate consideration
is given to the social needs of the population, including services. A second is
for a major programme of construction and reconstruction. In some places the
establishment of complete new towns and cities with their own industries and other
sources of employment may be called for. There is great need to explore new
patterns and frameworks for urban living based on greater understand,ing of human
biology and behaviour and consideration of social and cultural factors.

19. The cost of such major programmes of planning and construction far exceeds
any amount that has been expended on cities at any period in history. The need is
for new facilities greater in size and extent than all existing facili t.i.e s to
accommodate urban populations that' will have increased twentyfold over a period
of only eighty years, from 1920 to 2000 A.D. The alternative to such a programme
is accelerating human misery and mortality.

20. In developed regions the urban environment is afflicted with many of the
same difficulties encountered in developing regions. Urban planning and design
lag far behind urban growth. Where plans have been made they are often pushed
aside by political, economic or social presaures , Unplanned or poorly pl.anned
suburbs spread over the countryside surrounding formerly well-defined urban centres,
merging indistinguishably with those spreading out from other centres. The result
is an urban conurbation, a poorly defined and little differentiated mass of urban
tissue within which the individual has difficulty identifying with a community and
is beset with problems of transportation} congestion and pollution. It i8
impossible to describe such areas as cities, but only as urbanized regions.

21. Pollution is one of the most omnipresent characteristics of cities in developed
nations. Air pollution resulting from the combustion of fossil fuels for space
beating} industrial power, or transportation represents a danger to human bealth,
causes damage to materials and structures, and impairs agricultural productivity
in surrounding lands. It respects no national boundaries and becomes an
international and even global problem. Efforts of cities to cope with air pollution
have not yet been fully effective. London has improved the quality of its air
tbrough restricting the use of coal and high sulphur petroleum, but has gained ever
increasing amounts of by-products from automobile exhausts. In Los Angeles Virtually
all sources of pollution except automobiles have been brought under control, yet
smog resulting from internal combustion engines is serious and appears to be grovlng
worse.

22. Water pollution in urbanized areas is a huge problem affecting developed as
well as developing countries and will require expenditures of billions of dollars.
In the United States of America alone, for instance, it is estimated that
$200 billion have already been spent on water pollution control at all levels by tbe
Government and private agencies. The problem is still growing despite the provision
of $3.5 billion to provide for the construction of urban sewage plants over the
next five years. New York City alone is investing $2 billion over ten years for
pollution control.

23. Pollution from noise is having unknown effects on human health, but is
considered by more and more people as a most undesirable additional stress of urban
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life which could be reduced relatively easily. The proposed development of
supersonic transportgives this a new dimension.

2LI- . In urban areas, pollution from human wastes is of primary concern in developing
regions. However, pollution of other types is a problem that grows more severe as
developing nations move toward their goals of economic development. Often the
devices and regulations used in developed nations to control pollution are not
applied to industrial processes in developing nations with equal efficiency
or stringency. In the effort to provide increased econcmic "Jell-being,
the environmental safeguards are thus neglected. Water supplies are
not only contaminated with human wastes, but grow increasingly toxic as
they receive the effluent from burgeoning industries. .\ir pollution
increases with the material well-being of the urban population and derives
from pcwer plants, industries, space heating and the growing number of motor
vehicles.

25. Most developing nations suffer from a shortage of pers onne L, trained in the
skills needed to solve their urban problems. Increased programmes of edu.cation
are a prerequisite to self-sufficiency. In the meantime, international agenc ies
and bilateral assistance programmes must be relied upon to provide technical and
financial aid to these areas. Although many national and international programmes
are u.nder way, all of them fall short of needs. Brazil has bu.ilt an entire new
city for its capital} but Brasilia is already plagued with urban slums. Pakistan
has taken a lead in the planning and design of Ls Lamabad, but its over-all urban
problems are incredibly complex. Over ~)9 million are being provided to construct
an experimental housing project in Lima} but hundreds of millions must be spent
before the problems of £arri~das can be solved. Although estimates vary
considerably, it has been stated that in the United States of America a new city
for 250,000 people will cost $1 billion. In the developing world, in addition
to an increment in urban popul~tion of 1.5 billion from 1960 to the year 2000
there may be an increment in rur al, popu.lation of 1.1 billion during the same
reriod. The total increment in population of the developing regions over a
period of forty years may be distributed as follows: 56 per cent in urban areas
and 4~· per cent in rural areas. The fu.ture situ.ation may again be particu.larly
critical in the high density areas.

26. Related to the problem of urbanization is another problem developing
increasingly in many cou.ntries, the problem of rural settlements} small towns,
villages and individu.al farms. The number of people wishing to live on the farm
or in the village is diminishing, and the same cou.ld be said about the nu.mber of
people, who have been attached to ru.ral settlements because of their work in
agriculture. The increase in produ.ctivity of Labour in agricultu.re and its new
technology frees people from their farms and villages. Many of these, notably
the younger people; move into the towns. From this cause the average age of rural
population is increasing - the villages "grow old ll

• On the other hand, in
developed countries the number of people wishing to have a second residence in the
country for week-ends and for recreation is rapidly increasing. Because of this,
there arises. beside the existing, although diminishing; villages, new patterns
of rura 1 settlements - week-end and recreational villages and towns. Often
the locations of these are damaging to the environment and unsatisfactory to the
inhabitants. Houses and communities alike have grossly inadequate facilities and
amenities.
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27. In certain regions, the need for a new organization of rural settlements is
extremely urgent, because the existing ones are being slowly de serted, their houses
falling into ruin, and their fields becoming overgrown. I't is obviously impossible
to provide the smallest Villages with all tbe necessary equipment and infrastructure
for modern urban life. Nevertheless, if' rural life can be made more attractive,
and living standards raised, feHer peoplf' will croHd into urban areas, and more
satisfactory patterns of land use can oe developed. N.an:)' countries see a desirable
solution in new institutional arrangements for rural administration - in the
creation of so-called rural centres, in manifold development of movable equipment,
in agrarian reform, and in improved educational, cultural and social opportunities.
None the less, the definitive solution is not yet found and requires much time,
intensive and skilled work and international mutual exchange of experience and
assistance. All this obviously influences the relationship between rural
populations and rural environments. Bearing in mind the future development of
countries, which are still predominantly agricultural, it will require attention
from all Governments.

28. The process of industrialization generally accompanies urb ant zat.Lon , and a
number of the problems mentioned above can be indeed attributed more directly to
industrialization than to urbanization. There are, however, specific problems of
human settlements related to development of industries outside cities. Location
of certain plants like cement factories, pmver plants, mining and metallurgical
industries is largely dictated by the presence of water, power or minerals.
Artificial human settlements develop around these plants, often without any urban
and social planning, thus leading to the creation of unsatisfactory living
conditions for the workers and their families.

B. Territorial problems

29. Territorial problems include those arising from the lack of proper design)
planning, control and management of land and water in non-urban continental areas.
They are thus a result of a failure to apply what is known in France as amenngement
du territoire, and a failure to take into consideration the requirements for long
term conservation and rational use of the human environment.

30. It has been stated tbat efforts to develop and reclaim lands for urban,
industrial and transport development and to increese productivity in agriculture,
forestry and fisheries to meet growing needs are a potent force not only for the
improvement of manI s welfare, but also for the degradation or destruction of' his
natural environment. The need exists, therefore, to provide for adequate planning
of over-all land use, including conservation of natural environments, and the
entire array of wi.Ld species and biological communities necessary for scientific
and cultural purposes, while still increasing the supply of food and materials and
the organization of space required for manls survival.

31. Many territorial problems have developed over past centuries in relation to
management and mismanagement of land resources. They tend to differ in degree
between developing nations, most of which occur in tropical or arid regions, and
the developed nations of temperate and sub-arctic regions.
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32. In the lands of the humid tropics, for example, shifting cultivation of areas
at best marginal for agriculture causes ser i ous difficulties. Many areas suffer
in greBter or less degree from watershed damage, soil erosion, laterization, loss
of soil fertility, destruction of valuable forest resources or destruction of wild
areas better suited to parks or tourism. These deteriorations coupled with rapid
population growth are causes of widespread rural poverty. Despite considerable
past efforts, deterioration of the human environment continues, increasing
populations often face increasing poverty and the humid tropics remain a major
region requiring environmental stabilization and improvements.

33. In the dry tropics and sub~tropics the major original economic base has been
a subsistence pastoralism with limited development of irrigated agriculture. The
destruction of vegetation and soil and the advance of barren deserts, most often
caused by inadequate control over the numbers and movement of livestock, is a
continuing process. Efforts to improve carrying capacity for livestock through
water development are often defeated by failure to provide control over livestock
concentrations. Wild animal resources in these regions are often of great potential
economic value, both directly and as an attraction for tourism. However, to a
considerable degree, these have been neglected or destroyed. The problems of
nomadic people have generally not solved in ways suitable either to the nomads
or the total environment. The choice among alternative uses of limited water
resources particularly in relation to irrigation has not often been made on a
rational basis optimizing costs and benefits with long-term economic returns,
conservation of water and of soils, and proper social and health adjustments.

31.~. Most of the nations of the developed world are centred in the temperate zone
where stable patterns of land use have been developed over centuries. Despite
this, there appears a widespread imbalance between efforts to further enhance
economic productivity and efforts to maintain a stable or improving environment.
Conflicts between the demands of the urban-industrial centres for water, power,
transportation networks and space for buildings, on the one hand, and the necessity
of maintaining rural productivity and rural amenities, on the other, are widespread.
Particularly round urbanizing areas, widespread deterioration of rural lands occurs
and pollution also presents a major problem for the surrounding natural environment
and its resources. Cultivated lands, river systems, lakes, estuaries and marsh
lands are particularly hard-hit. At the same time, modernization of agriculture
leads to abandonment of less productive rural areas sucb as mountainous areas,
creating unbalanced human environments in these areas as well as accelerated
migration towards urban centres.

35. The sub-arctic and arctic regions form an undeveloped part of developed
nations. Only a few nations are concerned, all face common problems, and all could
benefit from greater sharing of research and experience. As yet, the environmental
problems resulting from human activity are few but all are widely shared. These
include protection and rational use of the resources of the sea; development of a
suitable economic base and social environment for the indigenous peoples of these
regions; protection of wildlife; proper management of forest resource s j enhancement
of agricultural productivity through new varieties of crops and new techniques of
production; and development of fuel and mineral resources without environmental
damage. Although this is primarily a matter for national concern, suitable exchange
of information and agreements between nations to protect and enhance the arctic and
sub-arctic environment are essential.
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36. Of' particular Lrrte r-est among t.e r r i t.or-LaL problems are those arLai.ng from large
scale construction of dams , reservoirs, canals, pover et.a't i ons and other structures
for the movement and control of l...at.e r in major rivel' bas i ns or tihe tiransf'e r of
water f'r om One basin to another, to provide for powe r J irrigation, transport or
urban "later supplies. Such major deveLopmerrt has already occurred on the Nile,
Niger, Volta, Colorado) Columbia, Missour'i, Vo.Lga, Rhone, Indus and many other
systems. Hork of international significance is under ,·ray On the !,lekong, La Pl.at a ,
Danube, :3enegal and other' t nt.er-nat.i onaL rivers. Ma,jor Lrrte rbas t n transfers of wat.er
have been discussed for Canada and 3ileria. Scbemes to modify the ent t re j\ili3.Z0n
river basin or to open a sea-level canal across the Panama Ist11Inus are unde r
consideration. Although economic and engineering factors are given full wei glrt in
most of ·these plans, the br-oader- enviromr.ental impact is inadequately considered.
Often little or no attention is given to proper management of Lande in the
vat.er'sheds developed by tbese engineering techniques. Among the de Let.er-Lcus ef'fects
that occur are siltation of r-eser-voi.r-s , loss of delta lands, salinization, spread
of ,,,ater-borne diseases and displacement of peoples. The need for more adequate
analysis of total environn:ental costs and benefits is apparent.

37. Hhile the enVironmental problems resulting from industrialization &re
generally as sec iated wi tl1 problems of human set.t.Lemerrt s , there are a number of
specific issues raised by industry in relation to over-all land use. TbeEe
relate, first of all, to the location of industries and the development of
transport systems associated with it, wlri.ch is rarely planned in taking full
account of other f'ac tors including, for instance J the value of agricultural lends
wht ch are going to be used.

38. Different industries have d':'fferent effects on the territorial envi romcent.
lVJany of them, such as paper mills and chemical plants, have serious consequences On
Hater pollution. .Jpecial problems arise in relation to mining industrie s , .!i.lthough
they are usua.LLy carried out in non-urban areas, they c an constitute a serious
threat to the environn:ent. As a matter of fact, the mining industry in <.;ome
countries has long ago been forced either by legislation or economic necess lty
to take ren:edial action, such as storing t.af.Li.ngs behind dams to protect
agricultural lands downet.re am, Coppe r srr:elter operators in Tennessee and in Per-u,
who were devastating the vegetation over large areas Hi th acid f'umes h:..ve n01-J set
up plants to make acid from fumes. Since smeLter dust often contains vaLuab'Le
by-products, many opera'tors have n01o1 installed dust treatment equipment. .:31ag
from the steel industry is used on construction, and over 2.5 million tons of
fertilizer were produced in 1967 in France alone, using the Thomas slag lJhicl1 has
a hi.gh phosphorous content. But every precaution has to be t aken to avoid damage
to agricultural lands J destruction of scenery and pollution of air, watex' and soil
through mining operations.

39. A number of' po'l.Lut.Lon problems can indeed be considerecl 2~S territorial. FGr
instance pollution by solid waste is growt ng rapidly 1·li t.h urbanization and
production of industrial Good::.: not easily destructible or bfc -degr-ndab.Le , Pollution
of rivers and Lake s , LncLud'i ng international ones is obvLousLy a major protlc!::
of the greatest concern. The task of cleaning up Lake Erie, one of the most
polluted lakes, has been e st.Lmut.ed to cost over $~,O billion. Virtually every
stream and lake in an ul~anized and industrialized region is heaVily polluted and
the "lell-lmmm touristic Lake s of' :::J,·,itzerland are no Lcnge r clean, through ut-ban t.:J"L1
industrial pollution. Thermal po.Ll.ut.t on is becoming of greater concern s i nce it
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can be expected to increase with the growing development of nuclear power. Soils
are polluted in agricultural regions by the intense use of certain fertilizers
as well as by biocides. The effects of long~lasting, broad spectrum pesticides
is most notable. 'These have already caused a decline of many kinds of wildlife
including sea-birds in remot.e areas. They have had major deleterious effects
upon fisheries in estuarine waters, and in all likelihood are having long-range
effects upon the total marine environment. Although effective pest control is
essential to the enhancement of agricultural productivi ty and to the control of
sectors of disease, the use of biocides must be reconsidered since, in addition
to their harmful effects, it has been shown that in the long run most of these
have a limited effective duration in pest control. There appears to be a need
for international agreement to control the use of all long-lasting biocides.

40. It must be recognized that, despite the growth of urbanization, most of the
world r s people still live in rural areas. In fact, many land use problems such
as use of marginal lands and accelerated erosi6n arise from rural over-population,
particularly in semi-arid regions. The entire survival of the massive urban
industrial network is dependent upon the continued output of food, water and other
natural resources from these areas. The well-being of urban people depends
among other things on their opportunity to obtain recreation and zest in the
wilder lands outside the cities, including the beaches, streams, lakes and ocean
shores. The opportunity exists to meet the needs of mankind for food and other
resources from these rural lands while preserving at the Same time their plant and
animal life and the aesthetic, scientific and recreational values of their
landscapes, but this opportunity can be lost rapidly. \>That is required is major
attention to proper planning, control and management for all land areas and a
greater emphasis on conservation in all programmes for economic development.

41. It is generally observed that planning for one segment of the economy fails
to take into account the needs of others. Transportation networks are developed
to the detriment of farm lands) wet lands, scenic areaS and other rural resources.
The exploitation of forests for timber may fail to take into account the values
of forests for recreation, tourism, wildlife and the maintenance of stream quality
and fisheries producttvity. Biocides used on farm lands produce damage to other
resources over wide regions. The development of waterways for power, irrigation
or transportation may proceed with little regard for aesthetic or conservation
requirements in the human environment. Better land use planning and control is
needed everywhere.

42. The priority areas for action on "territorial" problems include proper
management of eco-systems including waters, land, plant, fish and animal resourcee
not only in the interest of technical objectives as they relate to agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, food production, urbanization, industrialization, tourism
and transports, but also in the interest of integrated social and economic
objectives, which together may further the well-being of man and society.

43. The above areas of action apply equally to the developed and the developing
countries. Ho~ever, in the developing countries, which are primarily concerned in
developing their agricultural, mineral and water resources, one of the main problems
in tlliting corrective and ameliorative action is the need for recognition that
regulation is not a restriction but is an integral part of the long-term and
sustained development of resources and the environment, and should be considered
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,even in the earliest stages of development. There is therefore urgent need for
prompt action in all countries to develop and strengthen regulatory services,
including administration and management, legislation, and laboratories for
analytical control as well as for the research needed to provide the technical
knowledge on which regulation must be based. Training of staff of various kinds is
also an essential requirement. Fublic information and education is equally
important in arousing awareness and obtaining co-operation from the general public.

c. Global ~roblems

44. These are problems affecting directly or indirectly all countries, which are
amenable to solution only by international agreement and a willingness of nations
to act in concert for their common betterment. Among these are some problems
deriving from human settlements and rural lands and others more directly related
to the world I s oceans and atmosphere.

45. While conservation problems are usually considered as local, there are a
number of problems of this type which have a global effect. Many national
parks, nature reserves, undisturbed islands and vlild species have value as part
of a world heritage of wi Ld and scenic resources. Their proper conservation
becomes an international obligation which must be exercised in concert with the
national agencies having responsibility over them. Many birds, marine mammals,
and marine reptiles are migratory by nature and can only be protected through
international agreement. The protection of many endangered species requires
international agreements governing their export, import and sale.

46. The greatest apparent man-made changes in biological environments are those
related to pollution. These include the increase in carbon dioxide, particulate
matter, and various toxic and radioactive materials in the atmosphere which could
have long-term deleterious effects and must be studied and where necessary
controlled. I'later pollution may also be a global problem, as may the release of
radioactive isotopes, the discharge of toxic materials, excessive nutrients, or
heated water into estuaries of coastal waters on which the productivity of the
oceans is dependent. The agricultural regions of the world are the source of many
pollutants which affect the entire world as previously described.

47. Pollution from radicactive material is a danger wht ch could become of greater
significance as increased reliance is placed on nuclear power and, eventually, if
nuclear explosives for engineering purposes were to be used. Although very serious
measures have been taken and are being taken by tbe nuclear industry, all possible
contamination problems have not yet been fully solved. Krypton 85 and tritium are
of particular concern in this respect.

48. In the marine environment there is an obvious need, already considered by the
United Nations, for international control over the exploitation of marine resources
and for the institution of rational use of the resources of the sea. Destruction
or depletion of marine resources has been a c ontd nui.ng process in the absence of
effective control and management. The decline of certain species of whales and
seals, of sea turtles, of the Pacific sardine and Atlantic salmon fisheries) as
well as the continuing over-exploitation of the eastern Pacific aochoveta fishery
are examples. The growing dependence of mankind upon the sea as a source of protein
requires that its resources be properly managed. Pollution of the sea is a
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continual tbreat to its future productivity • Although the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil has been in existence since 1954,
oil pollution remains a major concern, and other forms of equally damaging pollution
continue with little or no control.

L~9. Weather and climate are widely recognized as fundamental elements of the human
environment. That they play such important roles in all of manls plans and
activities, and that tbey are intimately related to all other environmental factors,
are facts which are so self-evident that often tbey are simply taken for granted.
The use of meteorological and climatological data for planning for efficient use
of the land, for water resources, agriculture, and human settlements is not as
yet receiving adequate attention. The need for continual monitoring to detect
changes in the earth's atmosphere and its weather and climate is also apparent,
but projects under way such as the Horld Iveather \\latch, still require more adequate
support.

50. Both at national and international levels, action programmes and institutional
measures to correct and prevent pollution of the air, of land, water and ocean
resources, and of food, are urgently needed. So are legislative and administrative
controls, in the interest of both social and economic objectives, on the use of
pesticides and other chemicals which are essential in modern agriculture and
industry but which, when wrongly used, can be harmful to man and his environrrent.

11 • NATURE, SCOPE AND PRCGRESS OF PRESENT WORK

51. The diversity, the magnitude and the universality of the problems of the human
environment which have been briefly outlined above are such that a considerable
effort has been and is being devoted to their solution, at the local, national
and international levels. Item (a) of operative paragraph 2 of General Assembly
resolution 2398 (XXIII) calls for the presentation in this report of "the nature,
scope and progress of work at present being done in the field of human envi r onnerrt".
It is clearly impossible within the limits of sucb a report to give a detailed
review and analysis of this work. Also, it is impracticable, within the very
sbort time available for the presentation of the report, and on the basis of the
very limited material so far received from Governments, to attempt a comprehensive
assessment of the nature, scope and progress of such work. It is, however, possible
to indicate certain important trends appearing in this field and to provide a very
rough evaluation of what is at present being done in relation to the problems of
the human environment. This is the object of the following paragraphs.

Environme~ta1-§ciencesresearch

52. A very large volume of r-esearch work covering the entire range of subjects
related to the human environment is in progress in most industrialized countries.
In a number of countries, a rapidly growing awareness of environn~ntal problems has
very recently been giving significant impetus to such research work. At the
international level, such programmes as the International Geophysical Year, the
International Biological Programme, the International Hydrological Decade) and the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission) have provided significant stimulation
to research in important sectors of the environment. It should be noted) ho~ever,
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that more emphasis has been placed so far on research in the physical and earth
sciences t.han in tbe b iol.ogf.oaL and soc ial sciences, and that even in the most
a~vanced countries an ecologic~l and integrated approach bas rarely been followed
in research pr-ogramree s . In the developing countries, much basic envt.r-onmerrta'l,
research remains to be done in all fields, particularly in the biological sciences.

53. Significant re search problems on global scale envtronmenta L phe nomena , such
as those of the global at.s.ospher i.c circulation and composition, or the interactions
between tl1e oceans and the atmosphere) require ma.jor' international progranm:es which
are now only in the planning stage.

54. Finally, botb in developed and developing C ountrie s , little is known about
many socio-cultural and psychological problems of the enviromr.ent. Such problems
are extremely complex and a considerably expanded research effort appe ar s to be
required in this area.

Technological research and developn:ent

55. Many envt r-omeent.aL problems, as for instance most po.l.Lut.Lon problems J could
be solved n01'1 t.hr-ough tecl1nological ue ans . 1\ consd.der-ab.Le amount; of t.ec hnol.ogt ce.L
research is being done in Lndus tn-La Li.zed countries, and t.hrough 'international
groups) in relation to 0.1:1.' and wat.e r pollution. In fact, teclmological "s ol.ut.Lons "
exist to most industrial pollution probLems but are not applied, usually for
economic or political reasons. Technological pollution reeearcb is accompanied
by practical experimentation both in the public and private sectors of industry,
each particular industry usuaLLy having specific po.l.Lutton problems to solve.
Current r'e se ar-c h efforts in the United .:,itates of Ame r-Lca , the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Europe and Japan Gore directed t.ovar-de new pol.Lut.arrt s (biocides,
detergents, radio-nuclides etc.), air-1.;ater-lancl interchange of po'l Lut ant.s , and
cheaper pollution abatement teclmology.

56. Technological research associated 1·1ith enviromr:ental problems other thcm those
of industrial pollution, such as housing r e se arch , generally appe ars to recei ve
less attention, although significant research on urban problems is being carried
out in many developed countries like CzechosLovakt a , France, Poland and the
United Kingdom and in sone developing countries like India and Ve nez ue Le.. Research
and deveLopmerrt in improved agricultural practices or in trnproved industriill Horl{ing
condit t ons can be exemplified from many count.r-Le s ,

57. Transfer of' teclmology from deveLoped to developing countries in the
envi:conn:ental field is hampered by inadequate institutions and the shor-tage of
persorme L, Technological research under local conditions is, howeve r , in progress
in such insti 't ut.e s as the Central Engineering Institute of the [itate of Guanabar'a
in Brazil or the Institute of Occupational Health and Air Pollution Research in
.3antiago, Chile. The Centre for Research on the Ut.Ll.Lzatrion of Saline i'Tater in
Irrigation, in Tunisia, and the i30il ReEearch Institute in Iran, prOVide examples
of technological research t.o solve e nvi.r-onme rrt.a'L problems in the agricultural
sector. Re search on reclamation and re-use of "later in Israel, Or on oxidation
ponds in India, constitute examples of efforts to adapt existing technology to
local co nd.l t ions and available means.
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Standards in monitoring

58. vfuile a number of industrialized countries are attempting to define necessary
standards on factors of environmental quality, there is not often agreement on
such standards at the national level, and consequently very rarely at the
international level. Such lack of agreement seriously impairs possibilities of
environmental control. Ambient air quality standards exist in Czechoslovakia,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Poland, Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United States of America. Some regional efforts have been n:ade
in this field. For instance, ten countries co~cperate with ~EO in Latin America
on an air pollution sampling network and CNEA has developed an agreement on
measurement of water pollution levels in eastern Europe. Standards in Hater
quality, food quality, radioactivity hazards etc. are being prepared at the
international level but much remains to be done in this line of action.

59. Apart from some major parameters, mainly in the fields of geophysics,
meteorology, radioactivity, or in other physical sciences, thp.l'e is little
international agreement on methods for measuring and on rr.cnotoring environmental
parameters. vmile several existing or planned international research programmes
(,",orld I'leather I'latch, International Hydrological Decade, l':an and the Biosr,here
Programme etc.) provide a suitable rrachinery for such rr.onitoring, agreed
methodologies are not yet fully available.

Znvironmental education

60. As clearly underlined by the 1968 UNESCO Conference on the Resources of the
Biosphere, education at all levels and in all countries is at present not properly
designed to produce adequate understanding and appreciation of the very nature of
environmental problems, Only scattered efforts are being made 1n this respect in
some countries, mainly developed countries, including a new erspbas Ls on ecology
at university level. Very little educational material suited to the actuaL
requirements of developing countries is as yet available in this field, although
efforts by UNESCO and the International Union for the Conservation ef Nature are
in progress to produce such material.

61. Training of specialists and technicians at all levels to hand.l,e environmental
problems is obViously a major need in developing countries. Effortr arp, being reade
to train qualified staff in their own country through national Lns t t.t ut.tons, or in
conditions similar to those existing in their own country through regional
institutions such as the Middle East Technical University at ilnk~lra., the 'Training
Centre for Sanitary Engineering at Morocco, the Turrialba Irrt er-Ame r Lcan Lnst i.tut e
for Agricultural Sciences in Costa dica, or the Inter-AmE-rican Houe Lng and Pl:.mning
Center at Bogota.

Public information

62. Recent trends in mass media show a very significant Incr-ease in public
a ttention to environmental problems. This is particularly ma rked in ltuny of the
developed countries vhere, hoveve r , emphasis is n:ore often placed on f:ensational,
but relatively unimportant issues, ignoring less spect.acul.ar , but more urgent and
fundamental questions. Objective, well presented, and balanced information on
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current environmental problems is hardly available anywhere to assist in forming
public opinion. Perhaps even more aggravating is the fact that in a vast majority
of countries appropriate arrangements do not seem to exist for the provision of
such information to the authorities and personalities responsible for management
and control of the environment. The establishment of information services dealing
with environmental problems is only starting in a few countries.

~conomic planning and analysi~

63. In spite of some recent changes in ideas) environmental factors and values
including the value of recreation and tourism are generally ignored in economic
planning and analysis at the very time when these two disciplines are spreading
and being given prominent roles in governmental action in many countries. The
economic evaluation of the effects of environmental deterioration is at best
considered as a separate element, but seldom integrated with the other elements of
a given development programme. Alternative development projects having different
environmental consequences are rarely studied &nd economic choices are made with
little reference to environmental consequences, particularly those of an ecological
nature. This applies particularly to large-scale development projects in less
developed countries. In some countries, however, cost-benefit analysis is applied
on environmental evaluation and modern computing techniques are used to define the
optimal choice of projects in relation to environmental problems. For example,
wate~ quality management in the Ohio valley and Delaware estuary in the United
States of America is based on such a methodology for the assessment of damages
and benefits.

Preventive action on environmental deterioration

64. It is a very general feature of environmental deterioration that relatively
simple' preventive action is not taken, thus leading to more costly and difficult
curative measures. In some countries, advisory or regulatory bodies such as soil
conservation services have been organized for control and prevention of
environmental damage caused by human activity. More often) however, preventive
adtion is decided in a somewhat improvised manner J with a view to avoiding the
repetition of a serious environmental catastrophe.

65. Since environmental consequences are often in a field different from the cause
that has created them, there is practically nowhere clear responsibility among
governmental authorities for preventive action on environmental deterioration,
And" as indicated earlier in relation to economic analysis, there is generally
no action to prevent possible harmful consequences of major changes made on the
environment. .

Curative action on environmental deterioration

66. Efforts to restore environmental quality and to reduce detrimental effects
of environmental deterioration are widely spread in developed as well as develo~ing

countries. Such curative action is generally taken in response to single factor
effects, such as water pollution, soil erosion, or slum congestion, without general
plans for remedial action and without consideration of interrelations between the
various factors of the environment. Such fragmentary approaches sometimes result in
the creation of new problems while attempting to solve existing ones.
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67. Curative action on environmental deterioration is often too costly and too
difficult to be thoroughly implemented and there is, in fact, a tendency to limit
it to temporary and local relief, thus postponing truly painful decisions to the
future.

68. A number of cases where decisive curative action has been conducted can be
quoted, such as air pollution control at Pittsburgh (United States of America),
water pollution control in the Ruhr Valley (Federal Republic of Germany),
prohibition of DDT in S'Iveden, erosion control through terraces in north Africa,
watershed management in central New Zealand, housing and urban equipment project
"R" in Czechoslovakia, national parks in east Africa and control of salinization
in the Danube plain in Hungary.

Prospective and creative action on enviroLmental management

69. An increasing awareness of environmental problems leads in a number of
countries to prospective and planning measures for environmental management. In
this respect can be quoted the French plan for management of the Paris region,
the master plan for the Karachi area in Pakistan, the physical development plan
for the south Adriatic region in Yugoslavia, and similar urban or regional planning
carried out in both developed and developing countries. Land capability surveys
as a basis for rural planning have been or are being conducted in many developed
and developing countries, such as in the Dominican Republic, Argentina and
Botswana.

'70. Creation of new man-made environments is going on at an increasing rate all
over the world. This ranges from creation of ne-w towns, such as those recently
built in the United Kingdom, a field where experience is progressively building
up, to creation of large man-made lakes in Africa and elsewhere for power and
irrigation, where the entire ecological framework of a vast area is transformed
and where unfortunately neces sary ecological studies have so far been neglected
at the planning stage.

71. In planning and management of the human environment emphasis is generally
placed on economic criteria and on physical and quantitative aspects of the
problems more than on qualitative and socio-cultural aspects. 'I'hi s results in
many large-scale developments, particularly in housing, which do not fully respond
to legitimate human aspirations and social needs.

Administrative structures

72. In general, environmental problems at governmental level have been handled
in all countries through traditional technical ministries} such as ministries
of public works, health, agriculture and housing. Within these ministries, there
is need to develop and strengthen advisory or regulatory services, management
administration and control laboratories. While observation, measurement and
analysis of environmental parameters can legitimately be handled by separate
governmental services (e.g. meteorological service, hydrological service and soil
service), governmental planning, management and control of the human environment
usually suffers from the lack of nation-wide approach to population settlement,
inadequacies in co-ordination, rigidity in intergovernmental relations, and the
lack of adaptability of regional and local administration units to changing
circumstances.
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73. Until recently, there has been little awareness that environmental problems
require an interdisciplinary approach and concomitantly make demands on
organization for decision-making and for co··ordination on functions having a
significant effect on the human enrivonment. Governmental organization for
decision-making has generally so far been conducive to a fragmented approach,
functionally and territorially. Some countries have recently attempted to
establish central co-ordinating or consultative bodies (e.g. the Delegation
a llAmenagement du Territoire et a l'Action Regionale (DATAR) in France, the
National Nature Conservation Office, the Environmental Council in Svreden, and the
Regional Planning Authority for Malaya) to develop such a national approach. The
severity of pollution in urban regions is also forcing consideration of new forms
of government for these regions, especially in technologically advanced countries.
Moreover, comparative research on urban problems has sharpened awareness of the
need for greater adaptability of governmental organization to changing conditions
and for institutions to facilitate the :required changes in governmental
organization.

Financial. fiscal and trade arrangements

74. The cost of maintaining or restoring environmental quality is often high
and the methods through which this cost can be met, and by whom, create a whole
range of problems in both developed and developing countries. In the latter
case in particular, inadequacy of financial means is such that long-term
environmental problems are easily neglected for immediate short-term benefits.

75. Certain environmental problems relating particularly to pollution are in
fact the consequence of industrial processes which could be modified, provided
appropriate fiscal and trade arrangements of an international character imposing
equal constraints on all concerned} were made. In fact, with the exception of
certain regulations like those concerning pollution of the sea resulting from
ship fueling) no such international arrangements have been sought so far.

Legislation

76. A very considerable amount of national legislation exists in many countries
on certain aspects of the environment. In most cases, however) this legislation
has accumulated throughout the history of the country and is not adapted to
present conditions. It is fragmented, neglecting interactions between
environmental factors and is not accompanied by the governmental financial
assistance which could make it effective. Obsolete legal patterns) including
obsolete land and water rights, hinder rational development and conservation of
resources in many areas. Regulation in the environmental field is generally
considered as an unjustified restriction of human enterprise and is not understood
as an integral part of long-term and sustained development of resources.

77. In a number of countries, recent major legislative measures have been taken
in the field of pollution control. Among these can be cited the Clean Air Act
(1956) and the Radioactive Substances Act (1960) in the United Kingdom) the water
pollution control legislation of 1963 in France, and similar recent legislation
in the United States of America and Czechoslovakia. Important legislation in
the field of water management and of land management has also been recently
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adopted in a number of countries. A central authority for water resources
management has been created in Hungary for instance. A general trend seems to
exist for reviewing and revising national legislation and also for providing
an over-all legislative framework on environmental questions. The United States
Congressional White Paper on a National Policy for the Environment (1968) is a
good example of this trend.

78. At the international level, conventions and agreements are not nwnerous.
Among these are such instruments as the African Convention on Conservation of
Natural Resources adopted by the Organization for African Unity in 1968, the
International Commission for the Protection of the River Rhine against Pollution,
the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil,
the International Plant Protection Convention, the Convention on Fishing and
Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas and the Water Charter of
the Council of Europe. This legislation is still very fragmentary and there is
much room for decisive progress in this field. When formal international
legislation appears premature, agreed codes of practice can play a very useful
part and progress is being made in the preparation of such codes of practice.
The degree of implementation of existing legislation, both at national and
international levels, remains uncertain in a number of instances wtere actual
control is difficult.

International action and assistance

79. Most United Nations bodies are very active in the environmental field,
both as regards studies, stimulation and normative action on the one band, and
technical assistance, training and operational work on the other. A large
majority of all existing UNDP Special Fund projects are related to environmental
and natural resources activities. When the Economic and Social Council discussed
at its forty-fifth session the possibility of holding a Conference on the Human
Environment, it had before it a document which presented in a brief form a r ev.i.ev
of the most important activities in this field carried out by the United Nations
bodies concerned (E!4553). An updated and somewhat expanded review of these
activities is given as an annex to this report. This annex indicates the diversity
and magnitude of these current and planned activities.

80. A number of regional intergovernmental agencies, including OECD, the Council
of Europe, the European Economic Community, CMEA, the Organization of American
States and the Organization of African Unity also maintain activities in the
field of the human environment. Non-governmental organizations as .lell as a
number of private foundations have important activities related to specific
aspects of the SUbject.

Summary

81. While an evaluation of present work and progress is difficult to make, tbe
following points could be advanced:

(a) The universality of environmental problems results in an important
amount of work being carried out both in developed and developing countries as
an attempt to meet these problems;
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(b) This work however Ls mainly conducted by traditional instrumentalities
on a fragmentary basie without integrated approach at the national level and
without sufficient over-all view at the international level;

(c) "Hhile preventive action would ueually be preferable on many grounds)
developments affecting the environment are usually not planned or conducted in
such a way as to prevent or minimize harmful consequences, thus leading to the
need for difficult cos t Ly and imperfect corrective measuree;

(d) 'I'her-e is considerable amount of scientific and technological knowl.edge
which is available and not being applied or properly applied; moet problems of
the human environment appear amenable to eolution by wise and proper management,
including not only protection from degradation but rational utilization and
improvement for future generations; such management requires appropriate
administrative measures, and practices, enlightened economic and social planning
and support of national and international legislation;

(e) Ho,~ever, there ie need for further research on certain scientific and
technological problems particularly on global, physical and biological phenomena,
on socio-cultural factors, on non-polluting techniques and on rational and
conservative use of resources.

(f) There would be great advantages in developing further international
action in the field of the human environment such as the promotion of research
and monitoring programmes ('"hich are under way or being planned), educational
and technical assistance programmes (which could be significantly developed),
and arrangements for technical meetings and specialized studies. A major area
for international action will be in world-wide or regional legislation,
standardization and conventions.

Ill. UNIT::D NATIONS CONFER2NCZ ON TH3 HUMAN EHV=ROKMENT

A. Purposes and ob,iectives

82. The basic purposes which are to be served by the convening of a United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment are set out in general tenns in
General Ass embLy resolution 2398 (XXIII) particularly where it believes it
"desirable to provide a framework for comprehensive consideration i."ithin the
United Nations of tIle problems of human Environment in order to focus the
attention of Governments and public opinion on the importance and urgency of
this question and also to identify those aspects of it that can only or best
be solved through international co-operation and agreement ll

•

83. The analysis of current environmental problems, and the brief evaluation
of the nature, scope and progress of work at present being done which have been
attempted in the preceding sections suggest lines along which the purposes and
objectives of the proposed Conference can be further defined.

84. The universality of serious and growing environmental problems in both
developed and developing countries calls every"here for governmental and
intergovernmental action of increasing magnitude, carried out 1."ith the full
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support and understanding of public opi.m.on, There is a wea.Lt.h of scLerrt i.f Lc
knowledge and technological skill available for the solution of most of these
problems. 'I'h l s information has been r evi.ewed and discussed in many scientific
and technical meetings and congresses sponsored by national governments and
international agencies. The 1968 Conference on the Resources of the Biosphere,
organized by UN~SCO) with the participation of the United Nations, FAO and ~lliO)

and in co-operation with the International Biological Programme and the
International Union for Conservation of Nature is an example. The General Assembly
clearly did not wish the 1972 Conference to be conceived as a huge gatherin8
of scientists for detailed discussion of the innumerable specialized problems
pertaining to the maintenance and improvement of the physico-biological and
socio-cultural environment of man) nor did it suggest the initiation by the United
Nations of new research projects on these problems.

~
5 ' The Conference should rather be conceived as an important means of stimulating,

and providing guidelines for action by national governments 8nd international
organizations in their attempts to achieve concrete and valid solutions to the

roblems of the human environment. It must be emphasized in this respect that
the decision to convene the Conference) and the preparations for it) should in
no way be used to postpone or to cancel already initiated or planned programDles
of research or co-operation) be they at the national, regional or international
level. On the contrary) the problems involved are so numerous and so complicated
that all efforts to deal with them immediately should be continued and intensified.
The Conference) and the preparations for it) should r ur-ther encourage such efforts,
as well as identify areas where insufficient work is being done.

86. The principal specific raison d 1 etre of the Conference woul.d therefore be
its concentration on the need for action by public authorities) at the local,
national, regional and international levels) to deal "I-Tith the problems of planning,
management and control of the human environment for economic and social
development.

87. Only such concentration of the Conference on governmental action appears
to be able to provide a strong link and guiding thread in the diversity and
multiplicity of problems which will necessarily ccrr.e Viithin its scope. In thiE
context, governmental action can develop at the local level (Hith local
governments and city authorities involved), at the national level, at the regional
level (in particular in the case of international river basins) or at the ,,;or-ld
level (With agencies particularly involved).

88. Vlith this principle in mind) the purposes of the Conference could be iurther
described as follows:

(a) To focus the attentlon of governments and public opinion on the
importance and urgency of environmental problems so that increased Qttention
thereto be given in policies and programmes of economic and social developuient,
both in developed and developing countries;

(b) To provide a forum for exchange of vLews among governments on the
ways and means of handling environmental problems, including machinery required
for administrative and legislative action;
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(c) To identify those aspects of such problems ",;'lhich can only, or best", be
solved through international or regional co-operation bnd agreement;

(d) To consider methods to meet the 'need for intensified action at tbe
national, regional and international level and in particular, how developing
countries can through increased international co-operation, derive benefit irem
the rr..obilization of knoul.edge and experience about the problems of the hurcan
environment, enabling them, inter alia, to forestall the occur-r-ence of many such
probLems ;

(e) To focus attention on and encourage 1'lider participation and support for
present and future activities and prograrr~es of United Nations organizations and
other international organizations related to the human environment and to give
them a corr~on outlook and direction.

89. A number of specific objectives could be assigned to the Conference among
which could be mentioned the adoption of certain basic premises and considerations
to guide the action of governments and intergovernmental organizations, as vell
as of individuals in relation to the environment. Such premises could include tt.e
recognition of the environment as a public resource essential to the survival of
man, the acknowledgement of the responsibility of governments, local ?uthorities,
industrialists, agriculturists, as well as individual citizens in the meinten3nce
and enhancement of environmental quality, the need for establishing effective and
rational management of the environment and of its resources. In this connexion,
the Conference should consider the proposal advanced by the Intergovernmental
Conference of':::xperts on the Scientific Basis t'or Rational Use and Conservation of
the Hesources of the Biosphere and supported by the Advt.sor-y Cou.mittee on the
Application of Science and Technology to Development for the preparation of Do

declaration on the protection and betterment of the human environment.

90. The development of procedures to identify cri tt,;:t'ia and standards of
environmental qua Lfty, to improve systems of mea sur-emerrt 101' acs es s Lng changes
in environmental quality and their impact on human Ilelfare, and to achieve
subsequent international or regional ag.reemerrts on specific environmental prob.Lems
could be mentioned also as objeetives of the Conference.

91. It is clear that the Conference itself ~,lill not be uoLe to reach 2~ecific

agreement on s tandard s, legislation, and common action in the many t.echn l.ca L
and specialized f ielc1s t ..rhere it is increasingly required. But, it sh:>uld provide
a basis and prepare a favourab Le c Limat e for subsequent international ::nd regional
action in which many United Nations bodies and other international or~aDi2ations

viLl, be involved.

92. Although the primary emphasis of the Conference lo1ill be on action, equal
importance must be given to the provision of information for and the education of
mankLnd on the nature and importance of the problems of their common envl rcnmerrt ,
e ince on these vill depend the public s upport needed for effective action.
Necessary steps should therefore be taken before, during and after the Conference
to bring to public attention the issues, deliberations and r eccnmendatLcns 01 the
Coni erence. 'I'he pres entation VI'/: films and the orgarri.zat.Lon of a governmenca l,

exhibition on national and int:-'nJational programmes during the Conf erenc e coul.d
also be envisaged.
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B. Delimitation of scope

93. The term "human environment" may be interpreted in many "lays. In one
approach) attention is drawn to the physical and biological environment whf.ch
surrounds man, whether this environment is "natural," or whether it is the result
of manls actions. (In fact, at a time when man has imposed his domination on
every squar-e mile of his planet) the boundaries between "nat.uraL" environments and
man-made or man-affected environments tend to disappear.) In another approach,
attention is directed towards man himself in his total relation to his environment.
Here, not only physical and biological factors of the environment external to man
are involved, but e quaLl.y their reactions on man himself, so that socio-economic
and socio-cultural considerations become predominant.

94. The debate in the General Assembly, and the resolutiJn itself, did not attempt
to give a precise definition of the term "human environment". T"lO main types of
problems however were emphasized:

(a) The changes in natural surroundings of man brought about by increasing
population and the use without adequate control of modern technological advances
in industry and agriculture, and

(b) The impact of these changes on man himself, on his health, and working
and living conditions.

95. The emphasis was therefore clearly placed on the consequences of human action
on the environment, thus excluding purely natural phenomena even if they may
affect man, such as typhoons and earthquakes. Socio-cultural environmental
(including health and living conditions) problems were also to be considered in
so far as can be directly related to physico-biological changes of the environment.
Other socio-cultural problems including some of those mentioned at the end of
section I which can only be indirectly related to these changes should be excluded.

96. Within the context of this interpretation, the Conference should not be
involved in narrow technical discussions, but address itself to broad topics of
general human concern. In other words, it should principally consider the economic,
social, cultural and health conseQuences of human action on the physical and
biological environments. These environments are considered to include natural
environments as well as those profoundly modified or created by human action.
More emphasis would be placed on the environment in cities or in agricultural
areas) than on the environment of such areas as the Antarctic continent whLch is
only of marginal immediate concern to man. The social, economic and political
environment, resulting from the interaction between people and groups, such as
labour-industry relationships or marriage and family relationships, or from such
matters as fiscal policy, international trade or pricing agreements, voul.d clearly
be excluded from consideration.

91. The delimitation of the scope of the Conference which results from the above
remarks still leaves a very broad field to be covered. It would seem, however,
that any further limitation of the subject-matter to be considered by the
Conference would tend to be arbitrary and would necessarily ignore priority
problems which have been identified as such by many countries, A first United
Nations Conference on a general theme of such importance and significance to the
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future of mankind sholud probably not attempt an artificial limitation in scope
"which could prove s ubs "'Quently detrimental, and the very fact that environmental
problems often re':~;J.t. from fragmentary approaches militates against any such
limitation.

98. But, in fact, the real limitation of the Conference will not be so much in
its scope as in its purposes and objectives as they have been defined above.
The concentration of the Conference on problems of action and management by public
authorities will automatically leave aside those aspects of the problems which
do not call for or are not amenable to such action, including for instance problems
which relate more to the appreciation of individual persons. Topics of interest,
no matter how great their theoretical importance, should not be considered unless
they can conceivably lead to an action programme. Admittedly, on some topics of
global importance, the only action involved at this time may be research on an
international scale. However, research problems or studies on specific topics of
less than global importance would not be stressed in this Conference.,

99. Since the objectives of the Conference involve action by governments and
international organizations, it will be essential that national delegations to
the Conference include representation from a wide range of governmental agencies
or agencies with the broadest environmental responsibilities. Thus departments
concerned with agriculture, urbanization, pollution, preservation of nature,
education, public administration, development, planning, health and vTelfare and
population could all appropriately be involved and could include as advisers,
experts in the physical, biological and social sciences, education, information,
health, engineering and technology, popUlation and planning. The solution of
environmental problems requires political, economic and social action and may
have political, economic and social effects. Therefore, the social sciences will
have a major role to play in this Conference, where emphasis should be placed
on the interdisciplinary aspects of the problems.

100. In scope and content the Conference should avoid detailed consideration of
specialized topics and underline those areas of broad, interdisciplinary concern.
Thus, purely physiological problems, such as physiological adaptability, which is
adequately covered by the International Biological Programme, need not be
discussed at this Conference. Nor is it believed necessary to attempt to establish
environmental standards, since these are highly technical matters which are being
dealt with through other international and national channels. Similarly, detailed
technology for the control of pollution from inter.nal combustion engines would not
be a topic for consideration while the prospects and technologies available for
air pollution control in general would be. The status of a specific or rare "
species of animal or plant would not be considered while the over-all status of
endangered wild species and their importance to the future of mankind would be
relevant. Human population problems would only be considered in relation to their
environmental effects. The status and trends in world popUlation might be the
subject of an introductory paper. The physics of the atmosphere would not be
considered, whereas the deterioration in air quality or the effects qf changes in
the atmosphere on man's future would be. Techniques for increasing food
production would not be stressed but the environmental effects, in a broad sense,
of the application of these techniques would be.
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101. The topics selected for the Conference and the method of preparation of the
workf.ng document related to each topic which are suggested below should avoid
unnec es aary di.spe r-s Lon on too many highly specialized problems and should provide
as well for each problem a thorough interdisciplinary treatment of technical,
economic, social and other aspects.

C. Participation

102. The type of participation in the Conference has already been referred to
above and is a consequence of its main purposes. These would lead to a conference
consisting of governmental delegations at a policy-making level (political
leaders, senior administrators concerned with planning, management and control of
the environment) aseisted by a relatively small number of technical advisers
(including medical and agricultural scientists), economists, physical plannere
and other social scientists having broad concern with major environmental problems
and wher-e possible, opinion formers (including educators, i'lriters and mass media
professionals). It is however, in the preparatory stages of the Conference, both
within each country and in the elaboration of the documentation, that the
participation of the specialists will be most important.

103. The Conference consisting of delegations representative of all States Members
of the United Nations or of the specialized agencies and IAEA woul.d be empowered
to make recommendations to governments as weLl, as recommendations for consideration
by the General Assembly and the governing bodies of the specialized agencies
concerned.

104. The United Nations, specialized agencies and IABA, which will be closely
associated with the preparation of the Conference will of course be represented.
In addition, appropriate intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations
will be invited to send obeervers to the Conference.

105. For the Conference to achieve its objectives, and particularly in vievl of
the universality of the subjects to be discussed and the fact that environmental
problems in any country may have repercussions in the entire wor-Ld , it is es sential
that all Member States be adequately represented. Zxperience in the 1963
Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less
Developed Areas has shown the difficulty for many developing countries to send
delegations to such important conferences. As the Advisory Committee on the
Application of Science and Technology to Development has suggested, it is hoped
that the General Assembly would consider concrete steps which could be taken to
ensure adequate representation from developing countries.

D. Structure and content

106. Having considered the main problems facing developed and developing nations,
the nature, scope and progress of work going on in the field of the human
environment, and keeping in mind the objectives and the scope of the Conference
and the desirable composition of the delegations, it is possible to make some
concrete suggestions as to its structure and content.
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l(}", .: c onf er enc e at the po.Ltcy-makf.ng level whi ch is not intended to enter into
d·:·ct:d.l.<2d t echrri.caj, d i s cus s Lons should not be of tea long durat.Lon. It is propcs ed
t~J1..,t the Conr erenc e be organized llithin t,'JO I'leel\.::;, Le. ten vork.lng days.

108. The multiplicity and ccmplexity ol 2ubject8 to be discussed are such that
the Conf eience could be structured in many different ways. It must however
provide a f.ramewc.rk broad enough ior LrrterdLscLp.Li.nar-y exchange of v i ews consistent
lfith its nat.ure , and at the same time make room for 11:01'e technical deoates through
the ee t.ab.l.i ebmerrt of specialized c onmt.ss Lons d evct.ed to major groups of problems.

109. Sections I and 11 of this r epor-t have laid f'i::rtiC:lllar emphasis on t,lO
diffe:cent kinds of problems. One relates to par-t i cuLar situations in the human
environment, and includes topics such as urban p Lanrring , national land use, 'hater
pollution or national parks. 'I'he s e prob'Lems can 1:e defined as substontive or
sectoral. 'I'he other, whLch cuts across different env'Lrcmr.ent.a L situo.tions, and
can t.berefore be called strategic or horizontal problems, relates to such domains
of action as environmental values in economic analyris) fiscal methods of
preventing pollution, administration for regional planning or international
agreements. It is considered advisable therefore to subdivide the study of
problems and the doma tns of action into tHO broad groups: substantive problems
and strategic prob Lems , It will be desirable that participants in the Conference
revievT substantive problems providing a corr~on background of knovuedge berore they
t.ake up the more interdisciplinary strategic problems.

110. A possible structure for the Conference could be conceived schemetically
Hith the follm"inG sequential parts:

Plenary sessions

111. (a) Operri.ng cererr:ony f o.l.Lowed by introductory papers on the major wor-Ld
problems (e. g. population, food, health, housing and education) uhich are closely
related to and constitute the f ramewcrk of all problems of the human environment.

(b) General debat.e covering all facets of problems and exper-i.encee arising
from national repor't.s prepared by governments.

Commission sessions

(c) Discussion of workf.ng documents related to substantive proo.Lems in four
commissions devoted respectively to:

(i) Problems of human settlements and industrial develo~ment

(ii) Problems of rational use and development of natural resources

(iii) Problems of environmental pollution

(iv) Problems of maintenance of values of the human environment.

Plenary session

Cd) Presentation of main conclusions reached by the four substantive
commissions.
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Commission sessions

(e) Discussion of working documents related to strategic problems in four
new commissions devoted respectively to environmental aspects of: .

. (i) Economic and social planning

(Lt ) Financial) fiscal and pri cing policies

(Hi) Public administration and legislation

(iv) Regional and international co-operation

Plenary sessions

(f) Presentation of main conclusions reached by the four strategic
commissions.

(g) Preparation and adoption of report and recommendations of the Conference.

112. Each corr~ission of the Conference could be opened by the presentation of an
introductory report giving a general framework and orientation for its work
followed by the discussion of the working papers related to that particular
commission. These introductory reports might be based inter alia on an analysis
of the national reports prepared by the Governments for the Conference. Each
commission will prepare its own report and proposed recommendations. A possible
mandate and examples of topics for working documents is given below for each of
the proposed eight commissions. It should be recalled that only four commissions
meet at the same time, the substantive commissions having conwleted their work
before the strategic commissions meet; the same participants can therefore take
part successively in a substantive commission and in a strategic co~nission.

Commissions for SUbstantive ~roblems

Commission on problems of human settlements and industrial development

113. This cOlnmission would consider essentially sectorial problems in man-made
environments including their economic, social and human aspects. Particular
attention would be drawn to the interactions between different· types of
environmental problems which are an obvious attribute of large human settlements,
but also occur in industrial zones and ru ra.l. and recreational settlements.
Problems of traffic and public transportation would be considered in relation to
the settlements themselves and to communication among them. The background of
this commission should be seen in population Size, population growth and
accelerated urbanization. Among possible topics for working papers for this
commission, the following can be given as examples: creation of new towns and new
cities; health and social problems of life under slum conditions; prospects for
limiting urban growth in large cities; city planning and organization of the urban
environment; slum clearance; regional frameworks for land use and population
distribution; urban design and human well-being; location and setting of new
industries; housing in tropical climates; working conditions in industry;
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improvement of technology for urban utilities including district heating. In
addition, a number of case studies relating to management of problems in typical
human settlements and industrial areas could be presented.

Commission on rational use and development of natural resources

114. This conm1ission would deal with problems of management and mismanagement
related to land use, agriculture, forestry, fisheries, water development, mineral
resources exploitation and with the formulation of long-term policies and the
ways and means of achieving methods of rational use of resources while preserving
sustained yields and environmental quality. Among possible topics for working
papers, the following examples can be given: ecological and social consequences
of river basin development and watershed management; problems of inter-basin
water transfer; benefits of tree cover and other vegetation; ecological and
social consequences of increased livestock production; mining and landscape
stability; salinity, waterlogging, health and social problems of irrigation
development; rehabilitation of waste land; rational use of non-oceanic bodies of
water. In addition, a number of case studies on rational management of specific
rural and mining areas and river basins could be presented.

Commission on environmental pollution

115. This commission would consider problems of pollution in all their aspects 
technical, economic, social, health, financial, administrative, legal - and should
identify reasonable solutions and appropriate preventive or curative action.
Attention would be drawn to the long-term impact of pollution on man, essential
resources, and environmental quality, and on forluulation of long-term governmental
policies and strategies. Among possible topics for working papers; the following
examples can be given: air pollution (nature and scope of problem, organization
for pollution control, economics of control and legislation required)j inland
waters pollution; soil pollution; biocides as pollutants and new approaches to
pest control; pollution of the sea; radio-active hazards in air, water and soil;
noise in urban areas; environmental problems arising from supersonic transport;
solid waste problems; recycling and reclaiming of wastes; potential long-term
problems in atmospheric and ocean pollution. In addition a number of case studies
on pollution abatement and control could be presented.

Commission on maintenance of values of the human environment

116. This commission would consider problems of maintaining natural or man-made
environmental values for their scientific, cultural, aesthetic, recreational and
touristic as well as economic interest. These include monuments, sites, Wildlife,
natural areas and national parks. Attention should be drawn to their conservation
and enhancement, and to their economic and cultural impact on hurran societies.
Formulation of practical and long-term governmental policies and international
action should be derived. This commission will be dealing with problems that are
particularly suitable to international agreement. Many of the problems to be
considered by this commission can also be solved with little financial cost to the
nations involved. Among possible topics for working papers, the following examples
can be given: economics and administration of nature conservation; scientific
importance of the natural world; protection of sites and monuments; extinction of
wild plant and animal species and its consequences; national parks, nature
preserves and rational land use; island eco-systems for research and
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experimentation; green belts around cici.es for recreation and fooI pl'oduction;
living resources of the aea; disintegration 0:2 social institutions arrl env i r'onmerrtaL
qua.Li.ty; re c reatdon and cultural tourism in relation to envi romoe: l.a.L values. In
addition, a number of case stud.ies on conservation and. management ,.:l: nac,lT,','.1. and
man-made environmental values could be p res errced ,

Commissions for strategic prol;leH;~.!.._

ConIDlission on environmental as'pects 01' economic; and social plmmilYC:

117. This conunission would concentrate on relating the entire range of environmental
problems to Ions-term planning of economic and social development. Special
attention s110111(1 be paid to the economic and social evaluation of envLconmental
values and of the maintenance or rest01"ation of environmental quaLtcy , It should
consider the mebhodoLogy for such evaluation and f'o rmr.La'be long-tern! Governmental
policies and strategies. It should pay special attention to the necessary changes
in attitudes among political leaders, government officials) businessmen and
Lndustrri.a.Lf s t.s J and to general education and public interest and concern in
r'e Lat-Lon to errvt ronment.a.L problems. The work of this commission, as ve l.L as of
other st:>:'9.tegic commissions; wouLd be based on a number of worktng documents and, on
the results o:t the discussions in the substantive commissions. "lor;dn:,: papers for
this commission could includ.e such items as: methods of assessment of environmental
values in economic analysis; relative costs and definition of prLo iL'c Les in
restoration and maintenance of envirornnental quality; social and behavioural
responses to environmental problems; general education for under-s tandf.ng
environmental problems; public Lnf'or-nat.Lon on environmental issues.

Commission on financial,fiscal and pricing p~licies

118. This commission 'would concentrate on the financial, fiscal and p r-i.c rng
ob s tacLas or incentives which often determine attitudes and action in dealing wi.th
environmental problems. Encouragement of desirable activities or discouragement of
undesirable ones through financial, fiscal and pricing policies should, be considered.
Recommendations for practical innnediate and Ions-term policies shouLd be drawn up
\1orl\:ing papers for this comrui s sion could include such i terns as: taxa:Gion poli cies
for improvinG the environment; repartition of charges and penalties for
environmental deterioration; implications fOJ:' internal and external trade of.'
environITental control legislation.

Commission Oi~ public administration and legislation

119. This com.ri s s Lon would concentrate on the institutional ar-rangenerrts r'equ'i red
for effective p Lanni.rig, management and control 'of environmental p rob Lems . It shou Ld
examine a Lbe r-na't.Lve approaches to governmental organization, LncLudd.ng consultative
as i',ell as executLve bodies, at national, regional, and local levels fOl' this
purpose. It should also consider distinctive probLems involved in fOl"l)iUlating
legislation and regulations for rational management and control of the envi ronmerrt .
The followins are illustrative of the topics which this con~ission miGht consider:
organizational irDplications of a national policy for population settlement and
environment.al control; compaxa'tLve review of ext s tdng national macha ne ry for
envi ronmental planning? management and control; relationships between levels of
government to facilitate environmental control and management by reGional and local
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authori ties.; alternative arrangements at regional (sub-national) and local levels
for environmental planning, management and control; distinctive personnel .
requirements. for environmental management; arrangements for assessing environmental
consequences of major development and other projects; arrangements fOT research. ,
training and other activities to facili tateinstitutional changes necessitated by
environmental changes; and formulating and reformulating legislation and regulations
for environmental management and control.

Commission on regional and international co-operation

120. This comrnission could review existing reeional and international activities
and programmes, and identify gaps or areas for increased inter.national co-operation
in the field of the human environment. It could study ways and means of promoting
neW international and regional conventions) agreements, regulations, standards and
codes of practice. It could also stUdy the question of a declaration on the
protection and betterment of the human environment mentioned in section Ill,
paragraph 89. The work of this commission would be based) inter alia, on
background papers prepared by the United Nations bodies and other international
organizations. Review of such research, monitoring and development planning
programmes as tIle World Weather Watch, the Man and the Biosphere programme, the
International Hydrological Decade, the Global Atmospheric Research Progran~e, the
Ocean Exploration programme, the Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development
and the FAO vTar on Waste could be made with a view to achieving increased support
for these programmes. Possible international agreement in such fields as discharge
of DDT, river basin pollution, protection of migratory birds and marine animals,
trade of endangered species and sea pollution could be studied. Attention would be
given to the possibilities of international assistance to develop rational
management practices in all countries. The creation or strengthening of regional
institutions for planning, research and training would also be explored.

121. It should be underlined that the above suggestions concerning a possible
structure and content for the Conference are only given as a general illustration
of how it could be organized. The acbua'l, programme of the Conference will require
much detailed study before it can be finalized. Meanwhile) it is essential to
maintain sufficient flexibility in any decisions concerning tbe $tnlcture, content
and programme.

E. Documentation

122. A basic principle deriving from the above general approach is that the
Conference would have prepared for it in advance a limited number of working
documents relating to the various problems and types of. action included in its
programme. These papers would be prepared under the responsibility of t.he
secretariat of the Conference by individual experts, followed by a review by a
number of others or by interdisciplinary panels of experts. In addition, the
Conference would have available material called for from Governments and
international organizations. The documentation for the Conference could be divided
as follows:
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National repo:cts

123. Each ccuntzry wouLd be invited to pre9::~:i:'e El. nat.i.ona.L report under its sole
::·espol1f3ibili·l;,~r. This report. H'ould. ana Iyse g:cefer<~,bl:,r in accordance with a unifonn
eenereJ_ outline the mad.n envdror-t..e nt.eL pl'()"iJl,~l')S of 'che country, tl~e ¥1O.ys i11 whicn
they a r'e h<1i:~aecl, and the expe rfeuce acqui red in this respect. Natd.ona.L reports
ahouLd be sent. to the Secretariat weLl, in advance 80 that thJeir con'terrt could be
aneLysed anI u..;:'ilized in the p repe.rat.Lon of -ei./C HO":'kin~~ documents f'or the
Conference. IJ~'t,ional reports woul~l not be conside....·edas conference dccunent.e ,
rr'hey wouLd no; be t rans Lat.ed O~" published by oche ,secretariat, but ,they could be
distribute:l by the de Legataons at the td me of 'che Conference" 01' made available
before t~1e Conf'e rence to ot.her countries throu.?;h the Conference secl'etariat or
c1i reC"l;ly.

Case st~l(lies

124. The need for presentation of a limited number of case studies' describing
concre t e exaizp Lea of managemerrt of human envi ronmerrtsL problems in specific
geographical areas or locations has been indicated in relation to the work of the
fOUT sectioilal con~issions. Case studies would be prepared ander the responsibility
of the countries concerned in accordance ~'7ith suggested general outlines. All
countries would be invited to offer suggestdons for the preparation of such case
studies. Only a limited number would be selected for actual preparatton and
presentation at the Conference, The selected case studies would be t~anslated~

reproduced ani distributed as Conference docurrent.s ,

International organizations reports

125. International organi zat.Lons would have the possibility to distribute under
their responsibility information material whi ch wou.Ld not be consLdez-ed as
Conference documents. In addition, a limited number of r-epor-ts covering important
programmes aDd activities of international or regional character would be requested
from the Lrrter'na tional organizations concerned for presentation as Conference
documents in the appz-opr-l.at.e parts of the Conference, particularly the commission
on regional and Lnt.e rnaci.ona.L co-operation.

126. In order t.o set the f'rarnevo rk of the Conference in the first plenary session
and. to revt.ew the major prob Le ns to be discussed in each commission) a small
number of Lrrtroductor'y papers ~"ill be prepared. under the responsibility of the
Secretariat, 1::~' high leve 1 experts and consultants ~.,ith appropriate revf.ev by other
experts. 'I'hese introductory papers wf.Ll, in particular t.ake into account the rraf n
conclusions <1e1'i viu::::; from national reports.

Corr~ission papers

127. Discussion papers "'ill be prepared under the responsibility of the Secretariat
:i:'Gl' each of '[:.:le main topics selected for the prcgranme in the sectional and in the
st,ratecic coransatons , Each paper will be of a limited size and will be entrusted
for prepara'tLcn in draft form to a leading expert , followed by a revie~'l by a number
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of other expert.s from other countries. In some cases, an interdisciplinary pane l,

may be needed 'eo finalize d re.f't.Lng , Each paper shourd provide up-to-date integrated
Lnf'orma-td on :Ll'Om administrators as well as from sctent.tste , economists and others
on which c?l11missions should base their df.scus sf.ons and draft recommendations ..
biscuss~on-pagerswould naturally be considered as Conterenced00umerrcs and
translated, reproduced and circulated. in advance.

VoLurre c.; official documentation

l2El. Hi th 'the above arrangemerlts for document.at.Lon, it is expected. that the total
numbe r ,Of, Offic:~al sUbstant~ve Conference documents (consisting of Lrrtroductory
papcrn , clJ.SCUGSJ.on pape rs , Gelected case studies and a number of internationaJ
l'ep0y,·tf.) wouId not exceed eit~bty. This official documentation for the Conference
trouLd be ava.i.LabLe in ElI:i;;lish, French, Russian and Spanish. It should be sent at
least four j',:ontb:3 in advance 11',1" a p:t'e~"pr:i.nted form to all Governmerrcs and
organi zations l1a:rt,i dp,J,tin'~ in the' Con;fe:cenc e.

! -
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1~~9. The 'proceedings of the Conf'e'rence should con~ist only of the pre-printed
offic;i:3"l documerrca't ion mentioned above as Conf'e rence documents, of the reports of
the commfs sfons and or the {3eneral report at' the, Conference including its'
r'ecoramendatdons , In this manner the cobaL volume of official documentation before,
d'fr'in.S and after the Conference would be kep'c -Co a far smaller volume than in the
ease of f'orme.r conferences such as the '1963 Con.ference on the Application of
S6ience. and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas. ':Che
u"tiJ.izwl~iol1 of pre··printing would also save ,time and expense in the p roductd.on of
the proceedinJ;s.

130. The magnitude of the "tasl': involved in preparing for the Conference will pe
I clear from what has been written in the precedfng., sections. The time available

i'or, organizing such a, complex and comprehensive m~eting is minimal. The programme
and Hs'C of \TOrldne; documencs must be established, appropriate consultants
appof.nt.ed .to prepare drafts of such documents, panels of reviewers set upon an
Lrrberna.t IonaL basis f'o r comnen'tt.ng on and imj?1.'oving these dra:fts (;',Dd final,
documents ecli 'ced, transle:t.ed, reproduced and circulated. A great deal of vor-k
will a Lso be neceasa.ry to ensure full p reparat f.on for the Conference in the
IvIember State's. It is therefore' inlperative th<.:'.'G complete preparatory arrangements
become operat.Lve as soon as possible lafter Jc]y General Assembly has considered
this report.

!
1;'1. It isp::"CJ:~.'()sed that, as in earlier s:i.rrd.la,J: conferences, the Secret8.ry~General

should be given tbe responsibility for organL~j;ng and preparing for the Conference.

132. In es'tab Lfshf.ng machinery for the preparation of the Conference t\VO important
aspects need to be borne in mind. The first is the requirement to provide the
Secre"tary-General, in discharging his responsibil.i ties for organizing the
Conference with expert advice on such matters as the agenda and programme for the
meeting, the working documents required, the proposed outline for national reports



and the selection of case studies. The second is the need to stimulate and
maintain political interest and involvement in the meeting. Both these needs
could be met by the establishment of a preparatory committee to assist the
Secretal~-General. It would be desirable that it.should be limited in size
(about fifteen members) and consist of high-level experts from developed and
developing countries familiar with one or other aspects of the Conference.

133. A conference secretariat should be established as early as possible in 1970,
and progressively staffed. It should be headed by an executive secretary.who
'Should be appointed immediately. He would be assisted by Qualified technical
and general service staff recruited for the Conference. He should also receive
technical staff assistance from the United Nations bodies concerned. The
executive secretary would act as secretary of the preparatory committee and would
be able to call on the services of consultants or panels of consultants as '
reQuired. The Conference secretariat would maintain close relationships with
appropriate intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations.

134. Full participation by the United Nations bodies will be essential at all
stages of preparation of the Conference, inclUding participation in the meetings
of the preparatory committee. Most of the specialized agencies, as is shown in
the annex, are directly involved in major sectors of the problems to be discussed
at the .Conf'er'ence , It is hoped that some of the agencies (SUCh as FAO, irlHOand
UNESCO), which have a particular concern with a broad area of the subject matter
of the Conference, will be able to assign staff members to work on a full or
part-time basis with the Conference secretariat.

135. Preparations for the Conference in the countries themselves should also begin
immediately. As a first step for this purpose, it is suggested that they be
invitedto establish from the beginning ad hoc committees or similar focal points
in the govermnental machinery to ensure appropriate liaison Within the country and
to facilitate contacts with the Conference secretariat. The preparation of
national reports should also help in focusing interest among the different groups
and organizations concerned within each country. It is proposed that the chairman
and members of the preparatory committee and the executave secretary should, at a
later stage in the preparation, visit a number of countries to promote their
active participation in .the Conference.

G. Time and place

136. The General Assembly has already decided in its resolution 2398 (JOITII) that
the Conference on the Human Environment should be convened in, 1972" The exact
time at which it should be held Will, of course, be dependeit~"C?n a number of
factors. These include (a) the dates fixed for other major 'United Nations meeting~

(b) the need to ensure sufficient time for thorough preparations to be made for
the Conference, and (c) the views of the host country.

137. As regards the place for the Conference, an invitation for the meeting to be
held in Sweden has been received from the Government of. Sweden, which has also
indicated that if the decision is taken .to hold the Conference in Sweden, June 1972
would be convenient (A/7514). The Government oJ Sweden has indicated that it is
aware of the reQuirements under General Assembly resolution 2116 (XX) With regard
to the defraying of the extra costs that arise when a meeting is held outside an
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established United Nations site. For the purposes of estimating these extra costs,
Geneva should be regarded as the United Nations site at which the Conference would
otherwise have been held.

138. Following the usual practice of the United Nations in regard to the holding of
conferences away from established United Nations offices, an agreement concerning
the holding of the Conference would be entered into between the United Nations and
the host Government.

H. Financial implications

139. The General Assembly in its resolution 2398 (XXIII) requested that this report
should provide lithe range of financial implications for the United Nations of the
holding of the Conference. Since the final details of the scope, preparation,
documentation and organization still remain to be decided, it is not possible at
this stage to provide precise financial estimates of the convening of the Conference.

140. An outline of the range of the possible financial implications is provided
below. This outline has been prepared on the basis of a series of assumptions
governing the preparation and the convening of the Conference, bearing in mind tbe
necessity of keeping the costs at a minimum level, particularly with regard to tbe
volume of documentation and publication, Without impairing the effectiveness of the
Conference. The assumptions are as follows:

(b) Approximately 1,200 participants would be expected to attend the
Conference;

(c) A preparatory committee composed of individuals acting in their personal
capacities and appointed by the Secretary~Generalwould be constituted to advise on
the programm~ and the final arrangements of the Conference. The preparatory
committee would hold a series of pre-conference meetings in 1970, 1971 and 1972;

(a)
at a time
necessary

The Conference would be held at Geneva for a period of two weeks, in 1972,
when the United Nations Office at Geneva would be able to provide the
services with a minimum recourse to temporary staff;

(d) Most of the background documents for the Conference would be prepared by
consultants and reviewed by experts in various fields of the human environment
problem;

(e) Papers to be submitted to the Conference wouJd comprise approximately
2,500 printed pages to be produced in the four languages of tbe Conference; it is
intended to print these papers for distribution before the Conference and to hold
the type for subsequent use in connexion with tbe printing of the proceedings of
the Conference;

(f) Preparatory, in-session and post-conference documentation would amount to
approximately 1,000 mimeographed pages produced in the four languages of the
Conference;

(g) Interpretation into the four languages of the Conference would be provided
for the meetings of the preparatory committee, as well as for the Conference plenary
meetings and meetings of its four commissions;

(h) In accordance with the wishes of the General Assembly, it has been assumed
that extensive public information coverage would be given to the Conference.
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lL~l. On the basis of the ab ovevas sumpt.Lons , using ex i auang rates and prices, the
costs of convening the Conf'e r-erice may be summarized as f'ol.Lovs :

(In United States dollars)

(a)

( c)

(d)

( e)

(l)

( h)

Costs of preparatory ccmmittee (s~e

paragraph 132) (travel and subsistence of
members, CJnference servicing)

Temporary Conference secretariat
(see paragraphs 133-134)

Travel of staff on official business
(see paragraph 135)

Experts and consultants (see paragraph 133)

Substantive background documentation (see
paragraphs 122,· 124, 126 and 127) (translation,
typing, printing and copy preparation)

C~nference servicing costs (travel and
subsistence of substantive staff frem
Headquarters, temporary Conference
servicing staff, in-conference documentation
and final report, gene raL expenses)

Public information services

Printing of final report and proceedings (report}
summary of discussions, and rapers submitted to
the Conference) (see paragraph 129)
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142. A breakdown of the above estimates on a year-by-year basis is given below:

(In United states dollars)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Cost of preparatory
committee (travel and
subsistence of members,
conference servicing)

Temporary Conference
secretariat

Travel of staff

Experts and consultants

Substantive background
documentation

1970

55,200

81,000

5,.000

98,500

1971

27,500

160,000

5,000

66,500

862,000

1972

26,000

120}OOO

10}OOO

75,000

1973 Total·

108,700

361,000

20,000

240,000

862,000

(f) Conference servicing
costs (travel and
subsistence of substan-·
tive staff from Head
quarters, temporary
Conference serVicing
staff, in-conference
documentation and
final report, general
expenses)

(g) Public information
services

(h) Printing of final
report and proceedings
(report, summary of
discussions, and
papers submitted to
the Conference

Total 239,700 1,121,000

58}500

413,300

144,000

144}ooo

123,800

58,500

144,000

1,918,000

143. The above statement of financial implications will be revised, if necessary,
in the light of the discussion of the sUbject at the Economic and Social Council,
before submission to the General Assembly.

r
1
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ACTIVITIES fIND PRCGRt'l.t,J·1Ef: OF UIUTED N.!\TIONS EC'DI2~~

RELEVANT re TIE HU1~\lJ ENVI RCNll lE:NT

Deprutment of EcOnOtlic anc~ Eocial .:U'fairs
of the Uni tecl Nations S.:=cretariat

1. The organs of the de pe r tmerrt wlri ch [1Je p:nticuh:rly ccnce: ned '.dth activities
in fields related to the human environment are tile follc',:int!: The Office for
Science and Technology) the Eocial DeveLopnerrt 1ivision, the Centre f:.:.'! Hous t ng ,
Building and Planning, the Resources and Transl:oIt Division rmd t},e Fublic
Administration Division.*

2. The Office for Science aml Technolo~.y services t he :\(\ViSC'ly C~}~::m:Lttee en the
Application of Science and Technology to Eeve Locment , the Science ::,()vi:,:::ny
Committee and the ACe Sub-Committee on Science :1n(: T,::chl:clcg;y. It ac t.s :,':LtiJin
the Secretariat as a focal point f'o r :::ucstior:s reLat.Lng to sclence cm; tec!u!(,logy
for deve Lopmerrt , The Hark of the Office ccve r s a number of s:~eci.fic :,s:-cctc:
concerned \'Ii th the human envtrcnmerrt, The :'..c1vi GO!'y CO:;l:;i ttee hp s pr 0:':' n::~ :' I t:!,Ol t
on the development and rational utilization of' l:::tural 1 esour c es '.:hieh ~ it :i~'

intended, should provide Gover nmerrt s of clevclo)ing count.r Lcs \Iith gui.:,,:U!!('c for
t.he development of their na't.ura L resources. 'Ihis !€];OIt U~/IJ6c':.)) ":W to l:e
considered by the Economic and Social Ccunc i L at j t.s f01 ty-sixtl: r'C'fGinn. '111(;
Office '·19S also involved in the pr epaa atIons f·:)]: tlH~ Intergc.;Ycn:l:.ent'J} Cor.f'cr ence
on the Scientific Basis fa:,: the RatiOY181 Use anc] Ccncen'ntic:: et' t:~,:: :::PG2::r eel:'
of the Biosphere convened by UNESCO flom It t.o 13 Eert':;;m1:er F I:: ;;;{'i t:::} the
current uor k of the Advf sc ry Committee ~1l1cl the Office for £cicncfJ .:-n:~ Tc:c~:n:::Logy
in drawing up the ~brla Plcn of Action for the ~pplicetion of Ecience and
Technology to Development whi ch , it is intended, shcul.d t,~ ir;tE;~;l'i..t~2:1 '...'1 rh the
plans for the Second United Nations DeveLopraerrt Decade , is ir;!,:i:::";tc:ly ccnnec t.ei
uith rcnny aspects of the human environment.

3. The present ,'iork pr ogramme of the E:ocii:?l L'vt'l:~'c1:<;r:t ],;:ivisic:n : c,fleet:? t!10
concern felt ror the effect on man of his surroundi.ngs , I-ientic'r: d:,:::ulf 1:'1:: r,:":':e
of the f'o Llowmg parts 01' the I,:~nk programme ,

(a) Social aspect.s of inclustria1izatiol1: l, concert.eo 11'1'::'[;1:''',::.':: :.:n the
social aspects of industrialization) prepar ef in c2'-open,ticn ',-1t.h mnr.c :::;{; the
specialized agencies concerned) Has submitted to thE Cc!::rdssirm for reci:!l
EeveLopmerrt at i ts ntne'teerrth session in Febz uary 1968 '_'lhieh apprcve« i t nn<~ to

* In addttdon , the Popul.e tfcn Division carries out s tuddea and proJc·ct:i.,."nG of
urban and rural popul.atdon trends wht ch have an imrortant bcnl'ing :::'~) probh:ms
of the human environment.
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the Industrial Development Board at its second session in Ap!il/May 1968. The
advisory services to countries envisaged under the programme relate ij.1ter 'alia
to social factors, problems and policies in connexion Hith the establisbment of
large-scale projects, to social(consequences of particular industrial projects
and to making available knowLedge of social consequences of industr-ialization in
general and of particular types of industrial projects. General and specific
studies Hill be undert.aken on social pr econdftions, obstacles and consequences of
industrialization, including the effects on man and harmful changes in the natural
surroundings caused by industrialization.

(b) Social aspects of urbanization: The programme of studies in this' field,
initiated in the mid~1950s, Hill focus in the current year on problems of urban
marginal populations. The first issue of the International Social Development
RevieH ~/ dealt vlith urbanization development policie:: and planning.

(c) Reseo.rch-haining programme for regional development: This long-term
programme is expected to provide and distribute valuable information on planning
and policies for the development of regions 'Ilithin countries, including a more
balanced rural-urban development, and taking into consideration the need for and
feasibility of urban and industrial decentralization. Training has_ a1reacy been
started at two centres in Japan and Israel. Considerable research has been
initiated by the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development in
Geneva, including a collection of information on regional development activities
in different geographic regions. In 1963 a workshop vas held by the Uni tee! Nations
Research Institute for Social Development to discuss the sociological aspects of
regional development and in 1969 a proposed study group will investigate the :tole
of groHth poles and groHth centres on the basis of practical experience Nith a
view to undertaking specific studies within these areas. There is an increasing
number of field projects whi ch are being carried out I-lith the object of achieving
a more balanced regional growth ,

(d) Development and utilization of human resources: Following up on a
first report on this subject, Hhich was submitted to the Council at its
forty-third session (E/4355 and Add.l),b/ and in accordance with the request
contained in resolution 1274 (XLIII), a second r-epor-t was prepared (EI1.~483) ~
in 1968 after co~sultations Hith interestsd organizations of the United Nations
system. An addendum to the second report entitled "Development and Utiliza,tion
of. Human Resources: Oubf'Low of Trained Personnel from Developing Co urrt rde a"
(E/4~-83/Add.1), d/ based on observations of t''1enty-one states Members of the >

United Nations was submitted to the Economic and Social Council at its
forty-fifth session. The Council reaffirmed the importance it attached to the
subject and asked the Secretariat to continue its work in this field, particularly
in connexion with the preparations for the second United Nations Development
Decade. Also included Hithin the framework of this general subject are pr-ogrammes
of concerted action in the field of youth and in women's activities, popular
participation in development, social welfare planning, and the participation of
the public in the prevention of crime and juvenile delinquency.

~I United Nations pUblication, Sales No.: E/68.IV.l.

Q/ See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council~ Forty-third
Session, Annexes~ agenda item 8.

~/ Ibid., Forty-fifth Session, Annexes, agenda items 9 and la.

Q./ Ibid.
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LI'" The Centre for Housing .. BuHding and Planning has as its main objective to
promote tbe--p'ianned development of' the human environment, particularly the basic
functions of human settlements. 1J:'his includes such broad fields ,as: (a) regional
and urban planning; (b) hou.sing as one of the basic f'unc t Lona of human settlements;
(c) 'bu i Id Lng mat.er-La Ls and building technology as a means of meeting the demands
for haus ing and community f'ac Ll.Lt Les ; (d) necessary policies and Leg i s Lat t.ons ;
(e) administrative, financial and training institutions; and (f) exchange of
experience and dissemination of information. Tre work of the Centre is also'
related to the development of measures to prevent deterioration of the human
environment resulting from urban sprawl; over-crowding, noise, air pollution, water
pollution~ traffic congestiob etc. The Centre is also engaged in specific fields
such as physical planning for t.ourLsm development) locational aspects of industrial
development and planning and implementation of emergency programmes following
natural disasters.

5. studies and 'Publications of the Centre recently completed or under pr-eparat i.on
which have a bearing on the human environment are in the following areas: (a) urban
land policy and land control measures, being d et a Ll.ed surveys of a selected number
of countries; (b) demonstration and pilot projects aimed at the improvement of
Living conditions in squatter settlements and slums in urban and rural areas;
(c) policies) programming and aduu.nfs trat.Lon in the fields of housing, building and
planning; (d) development of traditional building methods which will facilitate
better, faster- and cheaper constru.ction of dwellings; (e) industrializat'ion of
building, with reference to construction techniques for seismic and hurricane areas;
(f) Low-c os t housing design in relation to climate; (g) social aspects of housing,
including case studies on relevant experience from various regions; (h) planning
of metropolitan areas and urban centres in general; (i) rural housing and community
f'ac Ll.Lt.Le s ; (j) methods for establishing targets and standards for housing and
environmental development; and (k) planning manls future urban environments ...
6. It may also be appropriate to recall that the CounciL in its resolution
L300 (XLIV) had recommended an examination of the possibilities of convening
regionaL c onrerenc es , initiating programmes of public information in this f Leld ,
and designating an international year for housing and urban and rural development
during the next United Nations Development Decade. The Council had also requested
the SecretarY··General to ascertain the views of Member States on these matters;
the report of the Secretary-General shoul.d be before the Counc il at its spr ing
session o:f 1970. It is hoped that the proposed campaign will further the
objectives of' the Centre as described above and have an impact on the programmes
for improvement of the human environment.

7. The Resources and Transport Division is engaged in a number of ac t i.vf.t.Les ,
mainly of an operational and practical nature, directly relevant to various aspects
of the human environment. Its' primary function is to assist developing countries
in na.tural resources and transport development. The activities make a direct)
positive contribution to the development of facilities and alTJenities, such as
wat.er and energy supply, mineral exploitation and transport systems. The human
envLr onmerrt is often directly improved through its projects for the finding and
development of '(later resources or for energy planning and electrification, including
promotion of srnaLl.vs ca Le electrification of villages and equipment suitable for
them. The introduction of e Lect r icity in about half a million villages in India
alone obviously revolutionizes che environment. Similarly, projects for transport
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planning and development have a very dirEct effect, as do extensive activities
in wate r desalination. Another broad ; relevant area Hi thin the competence of the
Division is the large-scale p.Iannlng and integrated developme,nt of vrhoLe r Lver
basins, including international basins.

8. In some respects, the )roblems or\he environment can be 1001\:e'.] 1).DOn 8S the
negative a spect s of natural resources deve Lopmerrt , and the Resources and Transport
Division is obviously active in the prevention and nrindm.iz i.ng of such negative
aspects vhethe r man-made or natural. vT.':lter po.l.lrrt Lon and f'Lood cont.r-oL, for
example, figure prominently in the activities of the Division, as do similar
problems of environtnental deterioration in connexion vrith mineral, e ne r gy' and
transport development. Pollution of the sea stemming from sub-sea m.ineral
axp.Lo'it a't i.on , notably the danger of bLovr-out.s of off-shore oil clrilling, is also
receiving close attention in the Division, whi.ch is servicing the Economi.c and
,Technical Sub··Committee of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the' Sea-·Bed and
Ocean Floor Be~lOl1C' the Limit:: of Nat.LoriaL Jurisdiction (A/AC.138/SC:2!6). ether
danger problems are vencount.er-ed in earthquake areas, w i.t.h whLch geothermal energy
development is usually Cl ssociated and in whi.ch special Qrecautiol1s haw: to be
t.aken in dam ~):::ojects handled 'ay the Division. Its staff includes spe.:'LaJ.ist.s
,vi th relevant experience in these problems. 'l'he nesative aspects are sometimes in
direct conflict l'lith the positive aspects of the resources and transport
development, ana have to be judged, on the basis of conriderable accmnulated
experience and know.l.edge , in rendering advice in the bes t interest of the
developing countries.

9- The Public Administration Division is concerned with trE organization,
staffing, management and operationsof government. at all LeveLs for promoting
economic and social development, including special r-equdr-emerrt s to solve prcb Lems
of the human environment. The Division has completed studies on app ra Lsa.l. of'
administrative capability for development, on c~ecentr8lization for nat.Lona L and
local development, on administrative aspects of new tm!l1s, 0,1 pe r s cnne L
administre.tioh and training at national and local levels, and on other subjact s
that are pertinent to the theme of the Conference. Its preliminary study of the
distinctive administrative problems of small States is. augge stLve of t.he
possibilities of co-operative arrangements among such States for the admtliri.e t r-at Lon
of certain functions, including some involved in management and control of the
human environment.

10. The Division 1,Till complete in lS69 a comparative E:tudy of administrative
aspects of urbani.za't i.on vrh.Lch Has carried out with the co.Ll.abo rat.Lon of the
Institute of Public Ac1ministration of New York.., ' It has also initiated studies on
administr~tion 'f'or r~gj,onal deve Lopmerrt , .o~ ~dmini.~trative aspect~ ~f' ~)J.a~ning,
and plan :unplementatlon, on regulatory adnrlrns t.rat.Lcn, and on adlnll1lstratlon of
ma.jor development functions that also bear directly on the ~ole of pubLi.c
administration in relation to human environment. The Div~sion is conducting an
interregicpnal seminar in the Union of Soviet' ~oci~list Republic~ in09:tober 1969
on the employment) development and role of sc Lerrt t at.s and techm.cal I?/i;rsonnel ,
in the pUblic service of developing countries, and another in 19'70 011 the use of
modern management techniques in the public administration of developing countries,
both of which have relevance for effective environmental ma nagemerrt..

\
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The re~iooal economic commissions

Ll.. The :ce3i::mal econonuc commissions of the United Nations are engaged in wor l;
wh i ch d lr-ec t Ly or indirectly is r-e Lat.ed to many of the areas of the human
environment as out Ld.ned in this r-epor-t ,

l2. The wor k Ji.' the Economic Co~nmission for Asia and the Far East has Lnc Lud ed
c ont'erences on vat.er resources deve Lopmerit and industrial cleve Lopreerrt in wh Lch a
S ubiec t such as river po LLut f.on is treated as an adjunct subject to other main
items such as pulp) paper and rayon and bas ic chemicals. Permanent damage to human
envdr-onmerrt by d.elorestation and soil erosion has been consiclered, marginally)
H'hen discussing hydroelectric deve Lopment, and the hazards of f'Locd ing and silting
of reservoirs. Means of prevent Lng the creation of unsight Ly Cl umps and cavities
due to irresponsible mining methods has been discussed marginally dur Lng meetings
on mineral resources development and ;j1i ni ng legis lation. Prevention of the gr-owth
of s Lums and the importance of the re;;ional planning approach have been discussed
a t meetings on urban and regional p Lann mg . .4ir pollution caused by thermal power
stations has been discussed in connex Lon \-ritb the development 01' electric power .

13. Similar activities are under-caken by the Sconomic Commission l'or Africa. Ies
Natural Resources Division has been pr ov id Lng assistance in estab l.i.sh Ing poLf cy
makf.ng and planning machinery 1Tithin regional administrations of its member states
:for directing the technical and ec onorrio evaluation of the expLot cat Lon of natural
r-e source s , including Hater r-e sour-ce s , and taldng appropriate account of the
environmental implications. ECA organizes seminars and conferences for the
examination of problems of common concern and assists l1ith the organization of
intergoYernmental meet Ings to deal uith the development ol' specilic r esources and
to r evLeu the t.echuo Logiea in order t.o ensure the rational expl.o Lcat i.on of
resources.

14. The Economic Commission for Latin America began at the end :::JJ~ the 1950s a
preliminary examdna t Lon of uater r-es ources in Latin America) and of their present
and f'ut.ur-e Lltilization in so far as possibLe for multiple pui-pcses , such as ener-gy',
irrigation and water supplyJ' takinG into account other f'ac t.or s , such as land
r-ec Lamat Lcn , drainage and other benefits arising from the conet.ruc t ion of such
'dor~m and the use of Hater.

15. For this purpoae , the Commission established a joint vor-kln ; croup) !1CM

compr Ls Lng member-s from ECLA, OTC, 111>10) PARO and HHO, to study wat.er r-esour-ces
Hithin the context of economic and social development. The research under-t-aken
hy the joint i'lorldng group covers a number of areas closely r e Laced to the
environment, for exampLe, meceor-oLogy and hydro-meteorology) vege t at i on, irriGation
and water :;:'01' livestock, erosion, 'Hater supply for drinking purposes and for
industry) treatment and disposal 01 vas t.e water , pollution of rivers and streams)
floeds and flood control and drainage. Problems are identified and evaluated) and
su.idelines for their solution are developed. The studies are carried out at the
country level and also on ma,jor river basins ",ithin each country.

L~. Re por-c s are available on BoliVia, Chile) Colombia, Peru and Venez ue La, and a
summary report on Ecuador. Repor t s are be Lng prepared on Argentina) Costa Rica,
El Salvador) Guatemala) Honduras, Nicaragua) panama, Paraguay and Uruguay. There
is also a special report available on the Federal District of Brasilia and Cl

further special report being prepareu on the Paraiba VaLley in Brazil.
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17. The Economic Commission for Europe, pursuant to its resolution 5 (XXII) and
its decis ion C (XXIII), "Till convene a meeting of governmental experts on pr ob lems
relating to environment at the invitation of the Government of Czechoslovakia in
that country in spring of 1971. The Preparatory Group for the Meeting of
Governmental Experts on Problems relating to Environment, which met at Geneva in
February 1969, worked out a provisional agenda of the Meeting, including the
methods of the preparation for) as well as the scope and organization of, this
Meeting, and the arrangements for the participation and cont.r fbu't Lon of the
secretariats 6f the specialized agencies and other international organizations
concerned.

18. As set out in the report of the Preparat.or-y Group (E/ECE/726), the ECE
Meeting wi l.L concentrate on economic aspects of government policies and on
institutional prob Lems in relation to the influence on environment of measures
taken to promote economic growth and to ensure an increase in the standard of
living. Some of the main topics to be separately examined at the ECE regional
meeting on environment are: relevant national legislation, government strategies
and planning; organizational and institutional arrangements at different government
levels; environmental research, training and education; financial and fiscal
measures; and cost/benefit and other methodologies aimed at environmental
improvement. The result of this regional meeting should be of particular value
to the Conference.

19. The Commission has carried out intensive pollution abatement programmes,
particularly emphasizing policy problems facing Governments and industries and
prevention at the source. vJhile programmes in particular sectors are implemented
by its Committees on Agricultural Problems, Coal, Electric Power, Gas, Steel,
Timber and Transport, the Commission has established a subsidiary body on water
resources and water pollution control problems and has undertaken special
comprehensive programmes on air pollution.

20. Some of the more important activities in the past concerning pollution of
inland waters include the adoption of an ECE Declaration of policy on Water
Pollution Control (Commission resolution la (XXI)), a study of economic aspects of
treatment and disposal of certain industrial effluents e/ and a survey of the
prevention of water pollution by detergents (E/ECE/6oo/Add.l, E/ECE/673 and
WATER POLL/GEN 5). It is planned GO hold a seminar on the protection of ground
and surface water s against pollution by oil and oil products in December 1969 and
studies are also being undertaken on such sub jec t s as methods for determining the
economic losses caused by pollution of water bodies) s Ludge treatment, disposal and
utilization, and optimal methods for combined treatment of sewage and industrial
wastes. Furthermore, studies have been completed or are in preparation on such
subjects as hot water discharge in rivers, application of fertilizers, water
pollution by cok i ng plants, by thermal power stations, by. the iron and steel
industry, by forest industries, by the underground storage of gas near water-bearing
beds for drinking water supplies) and by inland water craft.

21. In respect of air pollution the following studies have been completed: "Solid
smokeless fuels" (ST/ECE/COAL/22), "Air pollution by coking plants" (ST/ECE/COAL/26)
and "Protection of the atmosphere from pollution by fuel gases from thermal power

:.../ United Nations publication, Sales No v : 67 ~II.E/Mim.56.
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s tat t ons " (ST/ECE/EP/23, vo l., '11). StLldies and regulations are in preparation on
the £01101'} :i. QC: sub-jects: use of gas for heating and air-conditioning, methods of
control. :fOr ,~ir pol.Lutt cn and re[:;LJ.lat.ions fdr maximum admissible level'S of carbon
mcnox i.de ,'Ji't;b regard t'\tJ exhaust Gas';:ls from pet.r o l, engines, methods used in
measur.. :i.ti[,.; the opacity' of d t e se l, eng Ine exheuat gases, appr-oval, of petrol-driven
met or- vehi cLea 8,S regards air po l, Lut ion, limitation qf smoke emitted ~jY' dies~l-,

d r Lveri veh tc Lea, a Lr pollution by chemica.l, vastes of coking plants, pr-cb Len.s of
air!)ollc:tiyD f'rom thermal power stations, use of solid emoke l.es s f'ue Ls , and air
po LLut ton in the iron and steel Lndus tr'y . Besides these sectoral activities .'
carried ':'Jut under the auspices of several BCE Committees, an lad hoc Meeting of
Governt.r\N't'11 Of:i:'icials on the Prevention of M.l' PolJ.ut.ion was held-in February :!-969
v/l'i'~h worked O~l~ an BCE work prOc;rElillli1e in this field. This work pr-ogr-amme provides
:f00 the Ilhdertaldn,z ,of a number of economic studies, the holding of a seminar on
the d,esu.lpl1urize.tiol1 of fuels' and combustion gases and) in general, the keeping.
under r ev.l ew oX cunrerrt trends and deve Lopmerrts in the field. of air pollution
cont.r.o l ,

22. Other a.ctiyities aimed at the protection of environment undertaken by the ECE
subsidiary o:cgans Lnc Lude -studies and reports on problems of soil erosion,
irrigation, Land clearance and land restoration, afforestation and reaffo:-estation,
utilization o~ ash and of waste prcducts lrom the coal industry, limitation of
noise made by engine exhausts and produced by motor vesselsp location of industry
with regard to environmental pollution, and damage caused to forests from pollution.

23. An analysis of changes in envf.ronmeat and infrastructure as part of a study
on the long':'term trends in the economy of the BCE region is envisaged.

23a. Under the auspices of the CO,T1mittee on Rousing, Building and Planning extensive
sbudt.es are being undertaken and seminars and symposia organized on such subjects
as the housing s i tuatd on and pr ospec t Ives for long-term housing requirements, the
planning and d eveLopment. of recreational areas and the development. of the national
environment) urban renewal, future pat.terns and forms of urban settlements) the
qua Ld ty of dwe lUngs and housing areas, current trends and policies in the field
of hou~inG and bqilding and planning.

United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomid Radiation

2l~. The Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation receives,
essembles and evaluates reports on observed levels of ionizing radiation and radio
activity in the envLr ontnent , , as ivell as reports on observations and experiments
relevant to the effects of Lon'iz i ng radiation upon man and his envfronment . Since
it.s estabLt shmerrt in 1955, the Committee has pub lished four technical reports to
the General Assembly (A/3838, f! A/52J.6, g/ A/58l4 h/ and A/63lJ.~ i/) assessing,
among other things, current levels of natural and man-made radio-activity in the

!/,

g!

h!

i/

Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirteenth Session, Supplement
~17.· '.,---.
Ibi~., Seventeenth Session,_ SLlpplemen,t No. l6.

Ibid.) ~~~th Session, SQpplement No. l4.

Ib~~.) Twenty-first -'Session; Supple~~nt No. l4.
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environment (atmosphere., soil and oceans), in foed chains and in human tissues,
and estimating the attendant mean doses to populations -and corr-es pond i.ng risks of
harrrQul effects' in the exposed individuals and in future generations. In
particular, these reports have discussed in detail the problems associated 'Y'ith
the deposition and distribution over the surface of the globe, and transfer to man)
of the radio-active material released into the atmosphere by nuclear tests. A new
report, currently in preparat.ton, wi LL include a f'ur trier r.evlev of radio-active
contamination and r-eva.evs of the induction of chromosome aber r-at.Lons in human cells
by radiation and of the effects of radiation on the nervous system.

United Nations Development Progra,nme

25. UNDP involvement in problems of the human environment has reflected the
margihal interest shown by deve Lop f.ng countries in receiving assistand.e from UNDP
for such projects.

26. UNDP has approved two Special Fund projects dealing with water and air
po.Ll.ut Lon , namely Institu.te of Occupatt ons Health and Air Pqllution, Santiago and
Protection of River Waters Against Pollution. UNDP has u.nd~r study a request on
Federal Research and Development Centre for Environmental Pollution Control. villO
is the participatinB and executing agency for these projects.

27. Hith UNIDO, UNDP has approved both under SIS and TA, r-eques t.a for experts
concerned ~,;rith industrial pollution to give advice to Governments on the need to
introduce legislation in this area.

28. Under the TA component UNDP has approved a number of requests for experts as
will as ffiiardina fellowships concerned with the disposal and treatment of industrial
and atomic w6.stes.

29. Other projects include Lake Nasser Development Centre} Volta Lake Research,
Kainji Lake Research Projects which are concerned with the ecolo0ical changes in
the environment as a result of the creation of large bodies of ,,,e-eer by man. This
is an important area to be considered by countries, which sometimes is overlooked
dur-Ing the planning stage. An example is the possible erosion by the sea of the
land in the ULiiteCl. Arab Republic. Because of the dam at Aswan silt is no longer
transported by the annual floods vh Lch previously built up the land. In the swamp
areas of the Nile in the north there is a danger that an ocean storm could br-eak
through the narrow land barriers. A re~uest for a project to study coastal erosion
in the United Arab Repub l i c is under study.

30. Problem" of conditions of work for wor kers ' industrial safety, "human
environment 11, have been dealt with under both components of UNDP. tiith the ILO as
the participating and executing agency) UNDP has approved two Special Fund projects
in occupational safety and health: Occupa~ional Safety and Health Centre, Ankara
and Occupational Safety and Health Institute, Heliopolis. Both are directly
concerned with promoting conditions of safety for industrial vorker-s .

31. The UNDP urban planning projects emphasize the location of Lndu st.ry and the
necessity to provide proper water and sewerage facilities. The following projects
in urban p l.ann i.ng are currently operational: Ur'ban Research-and Planning,
Assistance in Urban Research and Planning, Physical Development Plan for the South
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Adriatic Region} Master Plan for the Metropolitan Area of Karach'i , Assistance in
Physical Development Planning, t,Jrban Planning and Hous Ing , and Central Authority
for HOLlsing and Town Planning.

32. The UNDP projects executed by FAO have assisted Governments in countering the
effects of deforestation in a number of countries. Examples of UNDP (SF) projects
include the Forestry and Watershed Management Training Institute in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, similar institutes in Turkey and Chile, and forestry training projects
in the Philippines, Lebanon and ~ordan.

33. IV8tershed management has been the s~bject of ~ number of UNDP (SF) projects,
execut-ed by FAO, in Venez ue La, Korea, Nepal and the Philippines.

34. A hydrometeorplogical survey of the catchments of Lakes Victoria, Kioga and
Albert in Africa, aims partly to counteract the effects of soil depletion; in the
Philippines a feasibility survey for hydraulic control of the Laguna Old Bay
necessarily takes environmental factors into account. The establishment of a soil
conservation programme in Argentina is the subject of a further UNDP (SF) project.

35. Land reclamation is the sLlbject of twoprojectp in China and in the Viedina
Valley in Argentina. Meanwhile, coastal erosion has already become the subject for
a project in Guyana.

36~ The salinization of .the soil and ground-water level maintenance are components
of numerous projects in Africa, such as the intensification of ground-water
exp LoLt.a'tf.on and. research and training on irrigation with saline "later in TLlnisia
executed by UNESCO~ Elsewhere in north Africa four projects in Morocco carried out
by FAO are concerned in ~arying degrees with similar problems including the hydro
agricultural development ,in the SOLlSS Valley} feasibility stLldies and pilot
developm~nt in the SeboLl Basin and western Rif region. Irrigation projects also
take account of salinization and groLlnd-water level maintenance: examples are the
Wadi Fizan project in Saudi Arabia, the Pangani and Waini River Basin irrigation
projects in Tanzania and small-~cale irrigation development in Zambia.

B. International LaboLlr Organisation

1. The ILO has constitutional obligations in respect of the pr-ot.ectLon of the
worker against sickness, disease and injuries arising out of his employment. The
over-all question of prevention of pollution in the working environment is
consequently of its concern.

2. The more recent work carried out by the organization has been focused on
atmospheric control in mining operations. A comprehensive guide on the prevention
and suppr-e s's Lon of dust in mining, t.unne Ll.i.ng and quarrying has been pub Ldshed and
reports on this subject based on government contributions are published at five
year ly intervals. A set of recommendations have also been issued. Also in mining,
the question of methane control is dealt with in a code of practice. As regards
radon and radio-active dLlst control in uranium mining, the ILO, together with !AEA,
have prepared a code of practice supplemented by a technical addendum.
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3. The que s t Lon of air po l.l.ut i on ('ontrul in I ndus t r-La L establishments is dealt
v i th in Llre JT.O iv!rvl""'! CeJ.e 01' Safety Regulations for Industrial Establishments
for the Guidance of Governments and Enduatn-y , Also a guide to acmos pheric control
in fuuddries is being prepared. Further, in the f'r-amewor k of its technical
co-operation programme, the ILO organLzed in 1965 (in collaboration HUh Hungarian
trade unions) an interregional course on dust prevention in industry.

4. With regard to standard-setting in relation to the over-all question of
atnoapher ic pollution c ontr o L ofehe wor ki.ng environment, the 110 is examining the
oppor-tun i ty of preparing one or more international Lns t ru.aent.s (convention and/or
re c omrnend a't ion ) .

5. The International Occupational Safety and Health Information Centre (CIS),
uh ich operates in the f'r amewor-k of the ILO, is disseminating information in the
form of abstracts, received f'r-orn more than thirty national centres, on publications
and other mat.e r La l, dealing wi.bh air pollution questions.

6, The ILO is in permanent touch ,r1th other international organizations wor k iug
in the field of prevention of at.mos pher-Lc pollution of the wor-kpl.ace .

7. The ILO is thus in a position to contribute actively to the promotion of
atmos pher ic po I l.ut.Lon control in the 1'10rld11g environment. The technical measures
applicable to this environment may further lead to a r-educ t Lon in the release of
dan~erous pollutants in the general atmosphere, to the benefit of the whole
L: ommurrity .

c. Food and Agricu.lt~.1re Orc;ani7.ation of the United Nations

1. Since its establishment, Fi\O has l)eel1 deeply involved in a very broad range
of sub jects concerned with the protection, rat Iona 1 utiliza t Lon and improvement of
the physical and biological natural resources in the rural and aquatic sectors of
the human environment.

2. The FAO participates closely in activities almIng at the fullest development
of land and terrestrial vrater resources through the best allocation and regulation
of their use be tween agriculture and other sectors of the economy.. consistent wi th
conservation aspects in order to ensur-e their purity and COnCil1LlOL1S prcductive use ,

Hater development, management and conservation

3. It is part of FAO IS wor k to assist Governments in t.h e 'be Lt e r planning of
Hater deve Lopuent and use to avoid harmf'uL side effects .. to abate them if they
ex i st , to prevent them from er i s i.n, in the future, and to keel! under permanent
r-ev Lew the related problems. This is accomplished through a very large number of
field projects operated by FAO unde r Ul\lDP and other sources of finance. Because
of the s t.r ong intersectoral nature of vat.er use and Hater qua l I ty management, FAOIS

work includes co-operation Hith other United Nations bodies and internationaL
organizations active in connexion ,vith water use.

4. The FJ\O also assists Memb8r states by organizing seminars and training
centres) among whi ch the Seminar on Uaterlogging in relation t.o In'igation and

Salillity Plob1etns (Lahole, 1564) and the Land and Hater Use Seminar for the Near
East (ldlUt.) 19(7) shoulcl be menticned.
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Land development and soil conservatton

5. The FAO helps countries to assess the use capability of soil resources,
assists in building up land use plans which uill permit an optimal use and
management of these resources ,vi thout soil deterioration> and is active in helping
member nations to develop the full productive potential of land resources by
improvement in structures and methods of use vh.i ch at the same time Hill help not
only to preserve but also to improve this potential. FAO is developing a
computerized data system whf.ch will match fertilizer and herbicide application to
soil properties for rational use and the prevention of pollution. A specific type
of pollution that under certain circumstances could present a hazard is that
arising from radioactive contamination, whi ch is of greater potential significance
in soils poor in calcilliD content. FAO has been studying this question incidentally
in connexion with the preparation of tee Soil lfap of the World, which will show the
wo r Ld distribution of soils well supplied l'lith calcium.

6. It is of concer n to FAO that some of the most productive soils are being lost
to agriculture as the urbanization and industrialization of both developing and
developed countries proceeds. ~nrough its European Forestry and Agriculture
Commissions, FAO is active in as s t st tng Member States in their efforts to preserve
good agriCUltural and forest lands and decrease encroachment by other land user
categories. This is done through land use planning to indicate the desirable
dir-ection and speed of change in land use to meet specific policy objectives.

7. In addition to cultural and structural practices for preventing soil erosion
by 'lind and "later, provision of productive cover for soils> especially in the form
of f'o r e s b cover) Ls one of the r e ad.l est means to stop their movement. FAO has
issued a number of publications dealing vieh this matter such as Soil consel'vntion 
an international study (19L(6) ) and Guide to sixty soil e.nd \-later conservation
practices. Symposia and conferences are also held under the auspices of FAO on
thesubj ect of soil conservation.

Institutional and legal aspects of the development and management of land and
terrestrial water resources

8. The acti vities of FAO in these aspects are manifold and include the f'o L'Iovfng :

(a) Collection; elaboration and dissemination of information on these
aspects to Member States;

(b) Preparation of a large number of comparative studies and Horking
paper s; /1/

These include: Hater Laws in the United States of America (1950); Community
Organization for Irrigation Development in the United States of America (1953);
\-!ater Laws in Italy (1953); 1rrater Laws in Moslem Countries (1954); I!ater Laws
in South America (1956); Principles of Tenancy Legislation (1957); Principles
of Land Consolidation Legislation (1962); Oroundwa t.er Legislation in Europe
(1964); Hildlife Legislation and Policy in Africa (1965); Principles of Land
Tenancy Legislation (1966); Customary Law in Africa (1967); Legislation on
Land Use Planning in Europe (1966-1965); Legislative and Administrative
Provisions in European Countries to ensure proper distribution of \later
I' esources (1963); National Legislation and Policy on llater Pollution Control
(1963) .
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(c) Rendering of technical assistance; advisory services and consultant
services to Member states and the execution of Special Fund Projects on land and
wat.e r administration and legislation (in almost thirty countries so far);

(d) Participation and co-operation with other agencies and bodies active in
these fields, such as the United Nations, UNESCO, IIRO, IMCO, ECE, the Council of
Europe) AIDA (International Association for Hater Lav l , often providing a
secretariat for specific programmes;

(e) In the case of international) legal and institutional aspects,
participation and encouragement either by itself OJ: in co-operation ~'Jith other
agencies in international integrated development of drainage basins through the
medium of projects financed by UNDP (Chad, Senegal, Marim Lagoon, Lake Victoria)
Lake Kariba) Gambia) Niger, Hari-Rud, Terai Plain) Indus) Euphrates and the Mekong)
and active participation in and support of the \'lork of the International Law
Association 1 s Committee on the Law of International 11aters.

The conservation and development of plant resources

9. Plants are of primary importance as sources of food for man and his livestock)
as well as providing directly or indirectly many of the materials used by him to
modify his environment and to extend and enlarge the nature and quality of his
existence. By dr airi.ng upon his plant resources man has established h imeeLf in
habitats of every ext.r eme . This exploration has led to the creation of a vast
array of varieties of plants adapted to a I·dele range of' natmal ana man-made
envLronrnerrt s , where they provide man I s staple foo ds > oils) fibr e a J fr uits, timber
an Cl. fuel, as Hell as grazing and forage for his livestock. FAO is activc:ly
assisting in the further breeding of improved varieties of all these aifferent
kinds of plants Hith higher yield and better quality. On the other hand the
extensive cultivation of improved varieties is also leading to the disappearance of
primitive forms and ear lier varieities wh.ich may be needed in the future for
further advances of the same sort under changing corid i tions. FAO is t.here roxe also
encouraging national and international action to conserve such plant genetic
resources so that they are not totally lost.

10. FAO is engaged in many activities to protect crop resources from the ravages
of pests and diseases of various kinds. These include bacteria, viruses, f'ung'i,
nematodes) insects; :rodents and birds. In connexion Hith the strengthening of
intergovernmental cc -opere'tdon in measures for controlling destructive pests and
diseases and for preventing their spread, special mention may be made of the
International Plant Protection Convention) vhfch has been signed by thirty-seven
Governments and adhered to by a number of others and under wh.ich a ne twork of
regional plant protection organizations has been established.

11. In order to increase the efficiency of control measures and to reduce the
possible hazardous effects, FAO promotes the study of integrated pest control
techniques and encourages their application in developing areas. Such techniques
are designed to applY compatible methods in combination to obtain more lasting
and more economic control and to reduce the UGe of toxic materials.
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12. The FAO has an extensive progr-amme designed to ensure safe and effective use
of pesticides, ,,,i th due consideration being given to the adverse effects of these
compounds upon con sumers and beneficial forms of life. This programme" aims,
inter alia, at reducing the excessive and uncontrolled use of biocides. A
publicatIon entitled Guide-lines for the dIaf.:~ing of legi~.:!:.~ for the
registration for market.Lng and sale of pesticides and a series of monographs on
pesticides dealing \lith toxICO'logical and agrLcu'Lt.ur e L aspects have been issued.
Related problems receiving continuous attention are pesticide residues 8ml pest
resistance to pesticides.

'Ihe conservation and development of forest resources

13. The establishment and protection of forests is often one of man's best tools
for creating a stable and productive plant environment. In 1951, the sixth FAO
Conference, recognizing that forests influence the general wel f'ar-e of bo th rural
and urban people, approved IIPr inciples of for est policy" 11hich Here recommended
for the attention of all Member states. As a result r egf.ona I forestry commissions
to promote ancl co-ordinate sound forest policies have been establishecl in all rna,jor
regions. Through publications and seminars and through field experts in forest
departments, univereities and ranger schools, FAO endeavours to establish modern
silvicultural pr actices in many developing countries. A paneL of experts on
forest gene resources Ivas established to help and co-ordinate FAO'S efforts to
explore ~ utilise and conserve the gene resources of forest trees.

14. The FAO has also been concerned \-1ith the multiple use of forests and various
publications have been published and meetings held on grazing and forest economy,
shifting cultivation in Africa, Far East and Latin AmeI'ica, and on the role of
forestry in wat.ershed management and national parks in Africa, Latin America and
Far East; and, in co-operation ':lith the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature J the Africa Special Project made it possible to identify problems in
t\lenty African countries and plan technical assistance. hlorldng parties on
\lildlife management and national par-ks have also been set up in the regional
forestry commissions in Africa, Latin America and Far East.

The conservation and c1eve,lo:)ment of animal resources

15. The influence on the biology of man exerted by the livestock vhd ch share his
environment can be profound. The task of FAO in the field of livestock production
is not necessarily to increase the total numbers of animals but rather to improve
the quality) productivi ty and health of the ,:orld I s herds and t'Locks ,

16. Adequate quarantine legislation for 8nimals and animal products is the first
line of defence against the introduction of diseases which can disrupt agriculture
and ,"dldlife over very \!ide areas. FAO has provided for many years advice and
assistance in the formulation of such legislation. There has been a long-standing
agreement 'between FAO and 1 r Office International des Epizooties J in Paris on all
matters of quarantine. Close liaison exists \-lith WHO on matters of common interest
in the field of zoonoses - diseases wh.lch are common to and intercommunicable
betlleen man and animals and exact a heavy toll in both of them.
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17. The FAO has long been encouraging the breeding of livestock better adapted
to prevailing envLronment s in various part.a of the wo rLd and the coriser-vat.tcn and
use of animal genetic re source s Tlhich are currently neglected. In areas marginal
to conventional forms of pastoralism attention is being directed to the need for
the ,Jise ccmservation and use of \dId game "lhich can pr'ov'l de an environmental
resource of considerable im~oytance.

13. The FAO also concerns itself, in particular through its joint FAO/IAEA
Division, \vith the problems of' the accumuLat.tcn of xadioactive fall-out in the
food chain, as a result of' ulri.ch certain foods, Lnc'Lud i ng animal products, may
become unsuitable for human consumption. Similar problems arise 'ili th the
accumulation, in animal products, of certain pesticides used against plant pests;
these problems are dealt ,'Iith in co-operation 1'1ith the relevant FAO/HHO Expert
Oommittee.

Problems of the envirollioent relating to fisheries

19. The FAO is also much concerned "llith the effects of inland Ilater and marine
pollution on the development of fisheries resources. In connexion \vith inland
"ater pollution, FAO is undertaking studies on "later quality criteria for fish,
in some cases through its regional fisheries councils and commissions, as well as
on pesticides and pollution, on pulp and paper mill effluents, and on the use of
sel-mge effluents for agriculture, forestry and fisheries.

20. ldith respect to marine pollution, the initiative to develop a concerted
Lrrberagency programme was taken several years ago through the ACO Sub-Committee
on MarLne Science and its App Ltca t Lons , 'Ihis f'o Llowe d requests by some Member
states for an active ~Yogramme with respect to problems of increasing concern in
some areas, and general consideration of these problems by FAO Advisory Cornmittee
on Marine Resources Research. FAO, UNESCO, I!.MO and IMCO have now established a
joint group of experts on the scientific aspects of marine pollution, which met
at London in March 1969. It advised on the development of an information system
(including storage, retrieval and exchange) on marine pollution and its effects;
on the needs for scientific research on various problems associated with marine
pollution, including chemical methods of dispersing, precipitating and removing
pollutants (including oil) from the sea; on research priorities vJith a vi ev to
facilitating international action for control of major categories of marine
pollution; on the organization of on-the-spot investigations and advice in the
event of major pollution accidents; on the question of determination of
permissible concentrations of certain pollutants; and on arrangements fa r the FAO
CL'echnical Conference on Marine Pollution and its Effects on Living Resources and
Fishing, to be held at Rome in December 1970, and wh.ich it regarded as an .impor t arrt
preparatory step for the Urri ted Nations Conference on the Problems of the Human
Environment planned for 1972. The joint group also advised on aspects of pollution
and other harmful effects arising from exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, as specified in United Nations
General Assembly resolutions 2414 (XXIII) and 2467 (XXIII) B; FAO 'ilill bri.ng the
question of how the Secretary-General's forthcoming study of these matters is to
be prepared, and especially how the necessary interagency co-operation is to be
achieved, for consideration by the ACe Sub-Committee on Marine Science.
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21. lIJIany of the general activities of Fiji) in t11::.' :I':1.e1.(18 of education and
training", including rural youtih, Jural sbd.oJ.ogy Elm} general public Lnf'o rmatdon ,
ar e of: prlme Lmpoitance f'::n a bettc:I' u.l1clerstanding, knov'l.edge and conser-vat.Ion of
nat.ura'l resources and the envt rcnment, and eFT,lecil}lly for the better involvement
and partici}?ation of t.he 'Public.

FAO concern in inte::nntiol18.l and x.egioDCtl ar;X()el!~E:nts r elating to prc.bLems of the-----_._,---_.....~._----_ •._-..-_.
human (;1'J:vironment

22. The FAO is involved in a number of other Lmpo r t.arrt aspects of inter·:n8.tional
action reLat.tng to the human environment. Its tEsponsi'bilities for Cl number of
international corrvent ions and agr eemerrt.s alreRcly ~n operation Lne Lude , for
exarnp Le, Pgreements on FisJ.leries Councils in the Endo-PacLf'Ic and Mediterranean
regions (194.3 and 19)+9 re';l)E'ctively), Commissions for Controlling the Desert Locust
in the Near East and in south-west Asia, a Commissicn for tte Control of Foot··
and-Mouth Disease :Ln Europe , an Ent.er gover'nmerrt.a L Agreement for the Control of'
African Hor·se Siclmess in the Near Bed region, and the International plant
Protection Convention and its network of related regional plant protection
agreements. A convention under the auspices of FAO for the establishment of an
internat:tona1 commtss ion f'o r the conservation of at.Larrtdc tunas came into force
in March 1969 and a further fish~ries commission for the south-eas~ Atlantic
region is ill course of est.ab'l.ishmerrt , FJ\O also has a substantial concern in
existing conventions and agreements ror whi ch other agendes are responsible,
including, for example, the United Natj.on8 Conventions on Fishing and Conservation
of the Living Resources of the High Seas (1958), on tbe United Nations Prevent.Lori
of Pollution of the Sea by Oil (l951.f') and on the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources in Africa (IUCN/Q~U, 1969).

D. Uni tea Nations Educational , Sc~entific and Cultur al Organization

1. The UNESCO has from t.he beginning conducted or stimulated important activi ties
reLabl.ng to the scientific problems of the environment and to the study and
conservat.ton of natural resour ce s . These scientific e.ctivi ties have developed
alone the years with such landmarks as the multidisciplinary programmes on Arid
Z'JnE Ref)ear'ch and on Humid Tropics Resear ch , the establishment of the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission and the launching of the International
IWdrological Decade. A natural resources research division Hith a section fOI
ecology and conservation I'Ja8 established in 1961, and recently the Department of
.Environmental Sciences and Natural Resources Research has been set up ohere all
related scientific activities are concentrated.

2. The UNESCO is increasingly concerned ''1ith the scienti.fic aspects as ue Ll, as
Hith the educational and cultural aspects of 'deterioration of the global
environment and of its relationships with man. In this respect the
Intergovernmental Conference on the Scientific Basis for Rational Use and
Conservation of the Resources of the Bfo sphere organized in September 1968 at Paris
usually referred to as the Biosphere Conf'erence - has created a nev and major
impetus in the activities of the Organization. This has been amplified by the
debates of the fifteenth session of the General Conference,which has endorsed
the recommendatLons of the Biosphere Conference and has at the same time decided
that "Man and his environment" would constitute a major theme in the future
programmes of the Organization, not only in the scientific sector, but equally in
the social sciences, education and informatlon sectors.
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Marine science

3. The UNESCO programme in marine science is conducted by the Of'f'Lce of
Oceanography vh i ch also serves as secretariat for the Intergovernrnental
Oceanographic Commission (ICe). The UNESCO programme is concerned wH;h basic
physical and biological oceanic research and associated scientific and educational
vork throughout the wor Ld, including scientific aspects of sea pollution. The ICC
has responsibHity for organizing co-operative scientific researeb in the ocean
and. .na Lnt.ad.nang through World Data Centres the international exchange of
oceanographic d ata , One of the new programmes concerns, inter alia, the
deve Lopmerit of' an Integrated Global Ocean Station System (IGOSS) (or rr:onltoring
the ocean envfr-oruuerrt . UNESCO and its IOC are preparing to play an important role
in Lhe proposed. Jnt.ernat Lona l, Decade of Ocean Exploration to be launched in
pursuance of G,;:ne:ral. Ass embl.y re solut Lon 2467 D (XXIII).

J.I·. l~ major' ul':i.(leJ:t:~I.:j,n,.3 ot' UNESCO r-e Levaut to the environment in relation to man
:is the Inter'1ationa J_ Hydro Logtca l. Decade (IHD). The programme of the Deca.de
ccnat f.t.ut.es a concerted Lnt.er-nationa l, ef.(ort to promote the study of the world f s
",ate)~ l:'Qsources and to 1ntpnsi.fy re8ear~.'h and training in scientific hydrology
eucompas's Lng all the phases 01' the' hydr-o Log i.ca l, cycle. Scientific aspects of
water pollution are LncLuded In t.;1il3 t.eu-year programme started in 1965. It is
diJ"(:~Ct.f;t'J by a c o-ord rnat.Lng counc iL c ompr-ds i.ng twenty-one member States and
re;Jresentatjves from the United Nations bodies concerned. A mid-decade
int.eru.)vernmenta 1. conference is to be convened by UNESCO in 1969 to review progress
made and provide [i1J.idance for the second balf of the lED. Monitoring of non-
ocean i.c ~;ater resources in quantity and quality is a feature of the IBD.

Earth sciences

5. 'Phe nat ur a L r-eaources research programme of UNESCO, which is directed by an
international advisory committAe, is dominated by an integrated approach to the
at.udy o( the environment and 01.' its r eaourcea , This is exemplified by the
creation of interdisciplinary natural resources research and training institutions
or lW t.he oi-gan i zat Lon of t.rain:ll1C~ cerrtz-ea for integrated surveys of the
env Ir-ouoerrt .

6. '1;11i8 pr-ogr-amme includes promotion of international action in all disciplines
in the earth cc Lences , including par t.t cu Lar Iy, geology, soil science)
1::ec':1orphology). geo'.Jhysics and geochemistry. Activities in soil cartography, soi 1
ae l.i.nl ty control and soil biol.ogy are car-r Led out in co-operation Irith FAO. An
Lnpor t arrt part of the programme is devot'"'l, .to the study and prevention of natural
d Lsas t.ers , such as earthquakes, volcanic er-upr.Lons and floods) including recent
taking over of certain responsiDiljtie8 of the Iutcrootional Relief Union.

Ecology and conservation

7. Terrestrial and fresh water ecology constitutes a significant part of natural
resources research programmes of UNESCO. The ecological progr amme consists of
promotion of research projects, including for instance an inter-asency programme
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wi th FAO and \vMO in agricultural 'Jiometeorology, organization of scientific
meetings and sympos La, standardization of methodologies, publication of' thematic
maps and r-ev.i.ews ,')1' research) development of educational and training activities;
and creation Or strengthening of research and training institutions in the Member
States. It also includes continued support to the International Biological
Programme through grants-in-aid, joint projects and staff assistance.
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(ii) the preservation of cultural property endangered by public and private
works (1968);

(i) safeguarding the beauty and character of landscapes and sites (1962), and

Preservation of sites and monuments and development of cultural tourism

Social sciences

10. The integrated approach to environmental and natural resources research which
is mentioned above in relation to ecology implies in most cases a social sciences
component. In addition, UNESCO has included in its social sciences programme
since 1966 a Long-term project on the theme "Man and his environment - design for
living". This constitutes a multidisciplinary approach towards determining the
most effective means of achieving a design for living that would encourage the
pursuit o:f beauty and the enhancement of dignity in human relationships 
particularly in urban environments. An interdisciplinary symposi~m on this
sub jec't , wi th participation of architects} city planners, social scientists and
philosophers is planned for 1970.

8. Besides continued support to the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) whLch 1,,8S created in 1949 under its auspices, UNESCO has always
been concerned with conservation of natural resources such as soils,
water s , flora and fauna and assists Governments in taking appropriate s t.e ps to
this effect} including research and education activities, establishment of national
parks and nature reserves, setting up of appropriate structu.res such as
conservation boards} and deve Lopment of tourism.

11. The Department of Cultural Activities of UNESCO has been corro Lnuoua Ly involved
in the problem of preservation of sites and monuments} which constitutes an
important area in the protection and enhancement of the human environment. Most
significant activities in this respect include:

9. The UNESCO has prepared in co-operation with FAO} the report on Conservation
and Rational Use of the Environment (E/l!-~·58) which was submitted to the forty-fourth
session of the Economic and Social Council. This report contained important
background material and recommendations for action in this field at the national
and international level.

(a) Providing Member states with the services required for the implementation
of the International Convention for the Protection of Cu.ltural Property in the
event of Armed Conflict (1961) and of the international recommendations adopted
by the General Conference concerning
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Present trenils

The Biosphere Conference

(c) Launching international safeguard campaigns such as those related to
the Monuneut.s of Nub La, Florence and Venice.

As s Lst f.og Member states in the preservation and deve Lcp.cent, of monuments
as we l l, as the prot ec t Lon of landscape and ~.;ildlife as a means of
tourism;

See Off:Lcial Becords or the General ;\ssembly, Tuenty-thi:cd Session, Annexes ,
agenda itel!l '.Il. For t.he t ext 0:2 the r-ec ommend.at.i.ons see t:le\imeop'aphed
vel'S Lon of d ccumerrt 11/729l.
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(b)
and sites
promoting

l4. Tl1roLl[';bout the wor Id , ec oLogy and conservation are being c;iven l1i2h pr i or tc aes
by many HembCl' st:::,tes vh i ch recor;nize national and international shortcomings in
t.hes e fields, and are demar:ding action. This places a heavy r es pons Io i Li ty on
UNESCO wh Lch has par-t LcuLar' oblic;ations in these fields because it is becoming
increasingly clear that deve Lopmant programmes must be structured on the basis
of sound ec o Lo-ri c a L princ Lpl.e s an( that there is no rational use 111 tbout
cOllservation.

l2. The Intergovern~entalConference on the Scientific Besis for Rational URe
and Cousor-vat i.on of the Re s our-c es of' c.he Biosphere vas convened by UNESCC from
4 to l3 September 1968 wi t.h the participation of the United Nations, FAO and ~mo

and the co-operation of IUCN and IEP. This Conference constituted a major step
f'orward in formulating proposals for action at the national and international
levels.

l3. The t,.,enty recommendations of the Conference have been brought to the
attention of the General As semo Iy in document £1./729l. k/ These recomu:endations
are devoted to research) to moni tor in[;, to education and. to structures and policy
in relation to terrestrial and fresh water environments) their rational use, their
conservation and their pollution. The final recommendation c a l.Ls for the
preparation dLlrin:,; L969-l970 or El. long-term Lnt.er'gove rnment.a L and interdisciplinary
programme on "MaD 2nd the BiospherG", concentrated on the scientific, technical and
educational aspects of t.he pr ob Le.es involved in tile rational u t i l.Lze ti on and
conservation or che resources of the biosphere and in the Lmpr-oveme nt of tile human
environment. Tilis pr-ogr-amme is .reanc, among other objectives, co ~lrovide f'o Ll.ow -up
and adequate extension of the International Biological Programme.

l5. As a result of the Biospbere Conference, and in accordance wi~h resolution
2.3l3 of the fii.'(.eentb session 0:' j ;:.8 General Conference, UNESCO is n01'T engaged
in the preparation of the lon8-1'.I.::1'!1 scientific and educational pr ogranme on "Man
and the BIosphere" whLch is n.ent.Loned above , This preparation iG c ar r Led out in
c ons u Lt.ac i on ~'lHll the Un1ted Nations) FJW, l'iMO) HilO, the Inte~'nac50nal Council 01
Sc Le nt.LfLc Unions, the International Biological Progz-armne and IUCN Hith a v i.eu to
having these organizations associated to the guidance and implementation 01 the
future pr og r amme . 'l'he proposed content and ore;anization of the proGl'smme wi Ll, be
submitted to t.he UNJISCO General Con:.:'erence at its sixteenth sess i on in October l,)70
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with a view to having the pz-ogr amae in operation in the b Lenm.u.n 1.97l-1972 at the
ti.me whe n the Internat ional Biological Programme wi1.l be t.er mi.nat ing , This new
international scientific programme may be conceived in a someHhat similar manner
to the IHD and ;l1ill involve promotion of national activities} international
co-ordination of me thods and objectives, monitori.ng of environmental parameters}
scientific mee t i ngs , seminars, training courses and creation and strengthening of
national or international instit2tions} particularly in those areas that demand an
Lrrt er-d Ls c Lpl i nary approach.

l6. As a support to this program.ae , UNESCO will probably enlarge its present
activities in terrestrial and fresh Hater environmental research. Missions dealing
with problems connected with natural resources research planning and better
knowledge of the basic ecological factors leading to possible applications for
Lncr eused productivity and more rational use of biological resources will be
developed. Applied ecological st.ud Les leading to the estab l i shmerrt of national
parks; site protection} biological preserves etc. wLl l, be strenGthened. The
preservat ion of the fauna and flora and the maintenance of botanical and zoological
collections wLl.L also be encouraged, either directly or through appropriate
national and international organizations. This scientific and educational
programme will increasingly call upon the contribution of social sciences and will
be slJ.pplemented. by stronger UNDP activities in developing Member States.

17. In all these activities, and in co-operation with all organizations concerned,
UNESCO will part t cu Lar ly promote action in natural geographical areas, such as
river basins or large-scale ecological zones distributed throughout the world.
Comb Lnf.ng this ini'ormation with t.hat obta i ned by other mst i tut.Lons , knowledge
ovez a v Lde array of environmental conditions should provide a scientific basis
for development plans ensur-Lng the rational use and conservation of the resources
of the biosphere.

E. \1orld Health Organiozation

1. The World Health Organization has been deeply concerned "I{ith the problem of
the human env i.ronment and its relation to health and disease. In [:;eneral terms,
WHO's activities in this field ;:'el'er to three major aspects, namely:

(a) The definition of environmental standards;

(b) The identification of environmental hazards;

(c) The study of the effect of induced changes in the environment.

l. Definition of environmental standards

2. In attempting to define minimal or optimal envi ro nmenta L standards, wlIO
approaches the problem from the physiological as well as from the physical point
of v i ew . It stimulates and sponsors research designed to establish the limits of
human adaptability to different stress factors. In this aspect of its work, WHO
collaborates closely vrith the human adaptability section of the International
Biological Programme (IEP/HA).
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3. It co-operates with FAO in the study of matters related to food production
and preaer-ve.t.Lon , and studies nut.r Lt Lona L requirements under different ecological
situations. It studies and defines standards for food additives and f.or food
hygiene in general.

4. It assists Governments in the improvement of water supplies, both for rural
and urban populations and defines standards of quality and safety of water for
dr i nkf.ng , wash Lng, recreation and irdgation purposes. A study made by HEW in 1962
showed that approximately 40 per cent of the urban population and at least
70 per cent of all peoples in the countries studied had no access to safe water
supplies. The organizati.on stimulates and supports research into water b~eatment

and utilization, and gives technical assistance to Member states for the purpose.

5· In co-operation rtlith IAEA} che United Nations Scientific Commf.t t.ee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation and vith international non-governmental organizations}
WHO studies measures for the protection of man from radio-active wastes and
determines standards for the peaceful uses of ioniZing radiatio~.

6. In co-operation with the 110) HHO promotes and provides technical guidance
on the development of occupational health services} ergonomics, industrial
physiology and toxicology) and accident prevention in industry.

2. Identification of environmental hazards

7. Under this heading the organization I s activities are concerned mainly with
problems of environmental pollution (air, water, SOil, food), the increasing Qse
of pesticides, the ecology and biology of disease vectors) the abuse of drugs and
noise. In addition to identification oJ':' these hazards, the WHO aGtivities aim at
removing the existing environmental deficiencies and at im~rovin6 environmental
sanitation both in rural and urban env aronaent.s by assisting the Member States in
training of qualified staff at all Leve Ls, by elaborating the master plans for
community watier supply and waates disposal, by setting up adequate organizational
structures} and by developing applied research institutes.

8. The liRO has for a number of years studied and provided guidance on such
questions as methods for measuring the pollution of the environment, on the
effects of po l.l.ut.Lon, and on tne vcecnn rce L and administrative measures for its
prevention. In 1967, it established an international reference centre for air
pollution and in 1968 the International Reference Centre on waste Disposal and
Community Water Supply. In so far as water is concerned} WHO has assisted in
conducting water pollution surveys in a large number of countries and ha s
collaborated with international and national organizations concerned with social
and economic planning, with the objective of ensuring that high priority is given
to the health implications of water resources development and Hater pollution
control. Soil pollution is closely bound to the problem of Lf.qu i.d and solid waste
disposal. HHO supports studies and field programmes concerned with soil pollution
by biological agents and with the prevention of soil-transmitted bac t.er LaL and
parasitic diseases.

9. Bacterial and chemical contamination of food has a direct) extens ive and
important bearing on pub Lf,c health. HHO I S programme in this field aims at ensuring
the safety, wholesomeness and soundness of food at all stages from growth}
production or manufacture until its final consumption.
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LO. The Lncr-eas Lng pr'oduc t Ion 0:;:' pesticides and their use for public health and
agr Lc ul.t ura L purposes constitute an important health hazard to man and domestic
animals. The pr ob Lem is intensified by the fact that subsequent development of
resistance to certain pesticides make s it imperative to introduce new compounds
at periodic intervals. 1-JHO has been s tudytng the ill-effects of pesticides on man
and advising on measures for their pr everrt.Lon , A number of international reference
centres have been designated on vector biology and control and t.he toxicology of
pesticides.

11. A pr ob Lern of major concern to vlHO is the increasing hazard of vector-borne
diseases due to urbanization, vat.er resources development, movement of population
and settlernent, and other development projects. Mosquitoes, rats, snails and
other disease vectors follow in GEnlS wake and endanger his health. The WHO
programme for the control of vectors covers a wide range of activities. Initially,
the programme relied mainly on the use of control chemicals. Hovrever, the emphasis
is now being shifted to the investigation of the genetic and biological aspects of
vector control. Intensive studies on the ecology of vectors and on the factors
involved in the spread and abundance of particular species and races are now bein~

under t.ake n •

12. The abuse of' drugs, I nc LudLng vche use of dependence-inducing drugs, is a
problem which concerns the social and psycho-social environment. HRO, in
co-operation, with other United Nations bodies, is active in the field. It studies
the causes and effects of drugs abuse and provides guidance on mental heaLth and
health education.

13. The health hazards attributable to noise are d if'f i cul.t to assess, but added
to the many other stresses of the urban and industrial environment) they certainly
c.ontribute to the increase in ment.al and behavioural disorders. \'!HO is studying
the effect of noise under various conditions in order to determine the role played
by it in mental health and indust.rial health.

3. The study of effects of induced changes in the environment

l~·. Induced changes in environmental conditions - whether intentional or
unintentional, whether planned or unp Lanned - have a profound Lnf'Luenc e on the
pattern of health and disease in man. Thus, swift population changes, massive
migration, urbanization, the construction of irrigation dams, man-made lakes and
rapid industrialization, are all mat.t.ers of' concern to WHO. Their effect is
manifested in a multiplicity of ways . Population changes result in a disturbance
of the ba lance of immunity giving ~'Tay to epidemic out.breaks . Mis:cant population
spreads both the agents and the vectors of diseases. To quote only one of the
many examples, man-made lakes are potential habitats of the snail host of
schistosomiasis.

15. HHOIS activities include assistance for carrying out health surveys in areas
wher-e such programmes are envisaged and provide advice on the technical aspects
and the preventive measures to be taken. It collaborateD where appropriate in the
long-term planning of environmental health wor k and assists in the assessment of
related UNDP projects. It carries out a programme of surveillance designed to
determine the immunological st.at us of populations and the spread of disease agents.
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It provides guidance and sives technical assistance to countries DD the planning,
organization and operation of sanitation and health services in ~rban communities,
and advises on the public health as pec t.s of housing and urbanization. It conduct.s
immunization campaigns and assists in the establishment of health services for .
migrant populations.

F. World Meteorological Organization

1. The Horld Meteorological Organization is the specialized agency charged \<Tith
the responsibility of furthering "the application of meteorology to aviation,
shipping and other maritime affairs, agriculture, water problems and other human
ac t i vt t ie s ". It is also required ~)y its basic convention "to facilitate world-
wide co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations for the making of
meteorological observations and other seophysical observations related to
meteorology". HMO is engaged in or is encouraging and co-ordinating many programmes
of interest to and directly appl.Icab le in the problems of the human environment.

2. HMO is now encased in a broad and far-reaching programme called the ~ITorld

I'Teather Hatch (U\.;rH) whLch is designed to improve considerably both the collection
sys t.em for and the amount of met.eor oLogtcaL observations all over the wor-Ld and to
foster research projects. The World Weather Watch will involve a systematic
development of the existing arrangements for observing the weather over the whole
globe, for processing the observations in the form of charts of global weather
analyses and prognoses and for exchanging internationally both the original
observations and the processed date. The 1'101' ld IV-eather Hatch wi l.L be implemented
in several stages.

3. 'Ihe HI'M plan is closely linked iTith related activities in the fields of
hydrology and oceanography, often in close collaboration with other specia lized
agencies.

4. Each member state of WMO is responsible for all meteorological activity
connected 1vith the implementation of vIWW on its own territory; so far as possible
this work should be carried out from national res ources . Developing countries
requrr ing assistance may request help from the United Nations Development Programme,
from bilateral and multilateral arrangements or from the newly est.ab lished WMO
Voluntary Ass Lstaric e Programme. A survey carried out by WMO at bhe end of 1968
showed that plans already exist for establishing most of the new facilities called
for in the pl.an for 1968-l97l; f'u Ll. details are given in the first of a series of
annual status reDorts. The conference might well call attention to the importance
of implementing :rcllly the World Heather vTatch plan and urge all countries to
increase their efforts t.owards this end.

5. The sc rent.rr i c and practical benefits of the "'orld "l-Teather Hatch will not
be fully realized for several years. In the meantime it is most important that
all courrcr Les ta~:e proper steps to prevent the pollution of rnan ' s environment from
becoming "Horse than it is at present. The conference could use.t'uLLy discuss
appropriate measures to be taken.

6. Studies in these fields and on their interactions wi LL form an important
part of the GlQbal Atmospheric Research Programme, which is being planned jointly
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by WMO and ICSU. On the operational side, the Integrated Global Ocean Station
System, planned in co-operation with UNESCO's International Oceanographic
Comm fas i on, is to be based on and co-ordinated closely wi th the Hl{liT.

7. The use of climatological data and weather forecasting promotes efficiency
in the effective use of land and planning in agriculture. Most national
ne t e or ol.og i.ca L services deal d i.r ect Ly '\7ith these matters through sections for
agr fcu Ltur-a L met.e oro Logy . Wl'-10 assists In these activities t.hrough its Commission
for Cli,natology. 1!MO also covoper-abes v Lth FAO and UNESCO in these particu.lar
fields.

8. Similar planning and forecasting activities are needed in relation to the
else of water resources and it is obvious that these are closely related to
hydrometeoroloGical phenomena such as precipitation, evaporation and surface
r-un-iof'f . vlMO promotes the collection, processing and analysis of data and
standardization of instruments and techniques in this field through its Commission
for Hydrometeorology. 1-11'40 is participating in the International Hydrological
Decade by several projects which provide adequate methodology for the establishment
of a practical water balance for operational purposes.

9. The \~O and its member states have noted a growing interest in making use of
meteorological data and forecasts in planning urban settlements and for various
purposes in the activities of building and related industries .. Hence, \'1M0
arranged a symposium at Brussels in October 1968 on urban climate and building
'c Lamat.ol.ogy .

10. In all such planning activities, it is essential to knew both the usual
atmospheric conditions and the extent to which they are stable. Hence, the
problem oE changes of climate enters as an important issue which is considered
by the WMO Commissions for Atmospheric Sciences and Climatology. This question
includes changes Hhich may have been influenced or introdu.ced by man and those
occurring through batural at.mospher tc events. The Working Group on Cloud Physics
of the \'i1'1]O Comtaission for Atmospheric Sciences is now considering a. draft
Technical Note on the "Artificial Control of Clou.ds and Precipitation". Similar
material has been prepared to appraise the changes in water balance resulting from
such control. It is expected that from these studies future policy will evolve
givinG guidance to Member states in this field.

11. With regard to problems of pollution of the atmosphere, the I'JMO has been
active in studying the met.eor o Log Ica l. factors involved. The Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology (CAGM) established a working group comprLs Lng world
experts in the field to prepare a report on plant injury and r educ t acn of yield by
non-radioactive air pollutants, a subject of undou.bted interested in protection of
the human environment. The report of the group has been published in the WMO
Technical Note series (Technical Note No. 96) entitled Air Pollutants, Meteorology
and Plant Inju.rL.

12. Another Technical Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS) is exarm.na ng
other aspe ct.s ()f' the air pollution problem. Local scale problems of high
concentration in connexion with industrialized areas and urban developments have
often been einphas f.zed in this r egard . However, of equal or possibly greater
importance to the human envir on.nent in the long run is the gradual increase of
low-concentration ai.r s-pol l.ut t on over rather large areas such as regions, continents
and even the globe as a whole. In ~J:Jth cases, meteorological considerations are of
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great importance. The CAS \-Jorkin,:: Gl~O':lD on Atmospheric Po Ll.ub i.on and Atmospheric
Chemj.stry has made proposals f'or che establishment of a g labal net.vor-k of
backgr-ound st.at icns to monitor the lm! concent.rat.Lon (baclcgrol.H1d) pollution. The
Group is also concerned "Tith r-evLev Lng t.he various t echnLquee available to analyse
and forecast 0. ispersion of high concentration pollution in cities and industrial
areas.

13· WMO has b e eu c o l Laborat Lng v i t.h IAEA in the es tab l i.shmen t of a global ne twor k
to measure isotopes in precipitation. For the past seven years, more than 100
weather stations from sixty-seven countries and territories have been collectiog
monthly precipitation samples for the FNiO/IAEA Ts ot opes-d.n-Pr-ec :i.pitati on Networ-k ,
Analyses of the oxygen and hydrogen isotope content fro,n these aamp Les have been
used. to answer successfully, and soreac imes uniquely, questions and pr-ob Leus t.n the
fields of meteorology, oceanography and hydrology. Isotope data have been u.sed for
such diverse pur poses as study of the s t ruc t.ur-e of hurr t.canes and i'or es t imat.Lng
the volume of the crou.nd-water reservoir of a volcanic island.

14. Al.though environmental po.l l.ut Lon has rece i ved Lncr e as Lng pub l t.c i.ty in recent
years, it is believed that the Vel"] aer Lous problems now facing mankind shou Ld be
brought much mor~ forcefully to the notice of the general public. Special
attention :l:Lght be {.,iven to the need to Lrnpr ove our knowledge of the anmos phere,
hydrosphere 3.11,'l oceans and the need to avoid pollution. Such 8.ctivity should be
helpful in ::,::::tting pub LLc support f'or such projects as Wor-ld I'leather "latch and GARP.

G. International Me.ritilne Consultative OrGanization

1. In ccnnex Lon vr i th prob Lems of oche human envir-onment., IMCO has a d:irect
res ponsiti lEy for plac ing restraint.s upon the contamination of the sea) land and
air or other similar injury by o~ from ships and other equipment operating in the
marine env i r-onmerrt and for devisi.nc; and promulgating methods for the prevention of
such contamination or injury. One of the most essential means of' preventing sr.cn
contamination is to ensure the safe~y of ships carrying poterrtial poLlutants)
inc Luding oil and other noxious 0::' hazardous substances. In this connex Lon, IMCO
is direct.ly concerned wLt.h the cous tr-uc t.Lon and equipping of ships ca:crying oil or
other hazardous or noxious cargoes with t.he aim of limiting the ri8~': of collision
or stranding and avoidin~ the escape into the sea of these cargoes. IMCO is also
concerned 1vHh the routing of meicharrt ships) separating traffic and establishing
prohibited areas for ships of cer-ta i n c Lasses and sizes.

2. A potential cause of massive po l.luc Lon is that arising from the activities
~f ships and other equipment enga~ed in exploration and exploitatiJn of the,
resources of the sea-bed and ocean floor. In pur-suance of resolution 2467 ~XXIII)

of the General Assembly, IMCO is examrnf.ng , from both the t.echnica L and legal
viewpoints, the possibility of f'or mu La.t i.ng , in co-operation with ,ycher United
Nations bcdies, suitable international agreements aimed at preventing pollution
from such activities and protecting the resources of the sea from the consequences
of pollution.

3. Apart from dealing with accidental pollution, IMCO.. as t.he d.epo a Lt.ar'y of the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954,
has a distinct responsibility for preventing oil pollution of the sea and coasts
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which has, in the past) occurred throuGh the normal tank cleaning and ballasting
operations of tankers. Certain proposed amendments now under consideration Will)
if adopted, base the Convention, apart from certain exemptions, upon the principle
of -total prohibition of oil discharge from such ships and obviate the need for
"f'r-ee zones 11 in whLch the dumping or discharge of oil has not hitherto been
regulated.

4. In addition to devising methods of preventing oil pollution, considerable
attention is being paid to the development of improved methods of dealing with
spillages of oil, if, by some misadventure, they should occur. Such studies
inc lude:

·(a) Ne"\V" agents for absorbing or precipitating oil and new methods for
removal of pollutants from the sea;

(b) New chemical and mechanical agents for protecting coastal areas from
pollution, Lnc LudLng construction and use of booms, emulsifiers;

(c) Detection and penalization of deliberate marine poLl.u t Ion ,

5. The IMCO has long been concerned with the safe transport of dangerous goods in
packages f'or' which, in co-operation "\-lith other interested organizations of the
United Nations family and the international organizations governing other modes
of transport, the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code has been compiled
and is becoming Widely accepted. Many dangerous substances, however, particularly
liquids; are now being transported in large portable tanks and in bulk carriers.
IMCO is currently studying the constructional features of both ships and tanks, to
ensure that the cargo containment is adequate and properly designed, with a view
to establishing internationally recognized provisions in this field.

6. The control of pollution in marine environment raises problems of legal
nature such as measures which states can take outside their terr·itorial seas in
self-protection against pOllution; liabilities arising from casualties involVing
discharge of oil or other pOllutants, powers of surveillance by coastal States to
implement measures for improving the safety of navigation and controlling maritime
pollution. IMCa is convening a conference, to be held at Brussels from
10 to 28 November 1969, with a view to adopting conventions on both the private
and pub l i c law aspects of these problems.

7. PolLution of the air which may be caused by ships is another matter which
falls within the technical competence of IMCO. The organization is collecting and
analysing national regulations in this field which indicate a need for understandip~

combustion processes and the techniques of boiler operation and control to ensure
the practicability of any measures of prevention adopted.

H. International Atomic Energy Agency

General

1. The IAEA has a continuing programme on all aspects of radioactive pollution
caused by peacefUl. uses of atomic energy, in close co-operation with other
international organizations, in pmoticular the ILO, ECE, FAO, WHO, \~~O, IMCO and



The radio-active pollution of fresh and sea-water

Radio-active air pollution

7. The newLy elaborated pz-ogr-amme of the IAEA Monaco Laboratory deals chiefly
with the standardization of experimental techniques to study the effects of

For example: Safety Series No. 5 (1961), "Radioact i ve vlaste Disposal into
the Sea 11 • Safety Series No. 10 (1963), IIDisposal of Radioactive Wastes into
Fresh Water 11, revised after January 1969 panel meeting. Safety Series
No. II (1965), "Methods of Surveying and Monitoring Marine Radioactivity" .
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5. The IAEA's activities are directed mainly to the study of standards of
permissible concentration of released liquid wastes) methcds of determination of
radil-nuclides released into the sea and fresh-water and water biota.

ICRP. The programme consists of c onr'er-ences , panels and other meetings to discuss
technical and scientific problems; pUblications to disseminate information; support
and co-.ordination of research; advisory services to Member States upon their
re~uest and technical assistance to Member States, including various forms of
training. It should; however, be stressed that the contribution of radio-active
pollution to the environment is entirely negligible in comparison "Tith all other
kinds of pollution.

4. The releas ing of Low -Leve L radio-active wastes into the sea is practised
by a number of countries; certain other countries do not agree "7ith this means
of disposal.

2. In 1967; IAEA published a revised edition of its Basic Safety Standards and
a report on risk evaluation for protection of bhe public in radiation accidents)
prepared jointly with HHO. In the same year the IAEA held a symposium on the
containing and s Hing of nuc lear pouer plants ~ another one on a Lr monitoring
techniques, and a joint meeting "7Hh IlMO on meteorological and nuclear
establishlilents. In 1968, a travelling seminar on radiation monLtor-Lng , including
air monitoring, was und er-t.ake n in Latin America and a symposium ,Till be held on
the treatment of airborne r-ad i o-ac t Lve was t ee in the United States of America.

6. The IAEA published a number of basic recommendations concerning radio-active
water pollution prob Lems , 1/ Manuals concerning the methods of treatment of
radio-active wastes have been prepared for use by those Member states which are
developinG nuclear establishments and the reports of panels on the treatment of
radio-active vas tes and the economics and of vas te management have been pub lished.
WHO is co-operating, where appropriate) in the revision of these manuals.

3. The IAEA laboratory has analysed tbe radio-activity of air samples for
several Member States and is in a position to advise Governments and international
organizations on the programming of air and precipitation monitoring schemes. It
co-operates with 14MO in this field and is represented in the "\11110 Commission on
Instruments and Methcds of Observation) where an IAEA representative was appointed
Rapporteur on Measurements of Atmospheric Radioactivity.



radio··9.ct.:i.vity in the marine environment. A first panel on "Reference Methods for
Marine Radioactivity Studies" W2.S held in November 1968 at Vienna.

~h" radto-active pollution of the ground

8. R':~dio-nucJ.ides can errt.e r the sof.L either directly by the introduction of
liQuj cJ or gaseous wastes) ox' indirectly by way of infiltrating through the soil
and J.eaehing contam:inants from the surface of solid waste.

9. Sa.fe radio-ac.tive waste disposal into the ground is the subject of IAEA Safety
Series No. 15 (1965 L in whLch recommendations are made as to the siting, behaviour
of was t.e s in the ground and standard.s and control techniques and was discussed
videlJr et the synpcs tum held in 1967.

10. As the radi~)-active pollution of the ground 2~11ows the uptake of radio-nuclides
by plants J methods of determinat.i.on of' radio-nuclides (resulting from fall-out as
i"ell as radio-active waste) have been studied in the Seibersdorf laboratory of
IAEA. The lntercomparison of these methods and training courses on this subject
are helping the Member States to organize control o:E'this kind of radio-act.ive )
pollution.

I. International Civil Aviation Organization

1. The :1.nterest of the International Civil Aviation Organization in what concerns
human environment centres on two subjects: aircraft noise in the vicinity of
airports and "sonicboom ll which is associated with the introduction of supersonic
aircraft to commercial service.

2. The ICAO considers the problem of aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports
8.S one requiring urgent measures With regard to both the present situation and to
the introduction of future aircraft types.

3. The following aspects of the problem will be dealt with at a special meeting
later in 1969: procedures for describing and measuring aircraft noise in the
vicini.ty of airports, human tolere.nce to aircraft noise, land use control and
incorporation of provisions dealing with noise in ICAO air naVigation documents.

4. With regard to "sonic boom", this is peculiar to supersonic flight and it is
dealt ':r1th separately from aircraft noise in the Vicinity of airports. The study
of the problem includes the development of a uniform method of describing and
measuring "sonic boom". In this connexion, liaison is being maintained vlith the
International Organization for Standardization.

5. The Council of ICAO has recently agreed on a plan of action consisting of
various stages to deal with the problem of 11 sonic 1:10am". The plan concludes with
a provision for convening a world-Wide meeting for the main purpose of establishing
interna tiODE.l acceptance of' the plan.
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